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1 Introduction

This document contains the plan for the statistical analysis of the audit measures in

the 2020 National Neonatal Audit Programme (NNAP), which is conducted on data

from 2019. For some measures, data from the last three years, 2017 – 2019, are used.

Longitudinal analysis also uses data from these three years. Future rounds of NNAP

and analyses of other audit measures would be conducted by the methods described

in this document, with changes or deviations from it described in brief notes, unless

the process of analysis is subjected to a substantial review. These amendments will be

collected in appendices. Throughout, 2020 Audit refers to the assessment conducted in

year 2020 using data from 2019, and in some cases from earlier years (e.g., longitudinal

analysis) revised after the Quarter 4 reports for year 2019. The document includes

changes planned for the analysis in 2021.

The current version of the plan can be divided into six parts:

1. Introduction and orientation in the data; Sections 1 – 5.

2. Funnel plots, caterpillar plots and lists of outliers for single-year analyses, colour-

plots for breastmilk feeding, spine plots and diagrams for nurse staffing (new in

2021); Sections 6 – 10.

3. Longitudinal (multi-year) analysis; Sections 13 – 15.

4. Dealing with missing values; Sections 16 and 17.

5. Outliers among the networks; Section 18.

6. Analyses with matching on background; Sections 19 and 20.

Part 3 has three appendices. Throughout, the term network is used for an op-

erational delivery network (ODN). The units in Scotland and Wales are organised

differently, but are regarded in all analyses and their outputs as a network each.

1.1 Main outputs and features

The outputs of the outlier analysis relate to neonatal units (hospitals), networks and

all the units participating in NNAP (the entire domain of the Audit). The key outcome

variable, defined for babies, is the indicator (coded as Yes/No) of whether a particular

aspect of care or treatment was applied according to the specified criterion. These

aspects, together with the associated criteria, are referred to as audit measures. In

some cases, the aspect is the presence of an adverse condition or illness.
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The elementary record on which the analysis is based is referred to as a case. For

Antenatal steroids and Magnesium sulphate, a case is a mother. For Nurse staffing, a

case is a work shift, lasting 12 hours, so that each unit has 730 shifts (732 in a leap

year). For all other audit measures a case is a baby.

Satisfying the criterion for a case is referred to as compliance (with an audit mea-

sure). The main results of the analysis are the rates (percentages) of compliance, eval-

uated at the unit level, network level and overall. They are presented in the following

displays:

• caterpillar plot of the unit-level rates of compliance;

• caterpillar plot of the network-level rates of compliance;

• funnel plot of the unit-level rates of compliance;

• funnel plot of the network-level rates of compliance;

• table (list) of outlying units.

Non-standard displays are used for Breastfeeeding and Nurse staffing, and spine plots

are for a compendium of measures. Note that ‘compliance’ is a misnomer for (the

prevalence of) BPD, Mother’s breastmilk at 14 days and at discharge, and Mortality.

Outlier analysis is conducted for the following audit measures:

1. Ster — Antenatal steroids

2. Temp — Temperature on admission

3. Cons — First consultation with parents

4. ROP — Retinopathy of prematurity screening

5. MagS — Magnesium sulphate

6. FLW — Clinical follow-up at two years of age

The acronyms for them are printed in italics. Outlier analysis is conducted only at

network level for the audit measures

7. BC3 — Birth in a centre with a NICU

8. Mort — Mortality

9. NEC — Necrotising entrerocolitis
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Caterpillar plots are constructed also for the following audit measures:

10. MBM — Mother’s breastmilk at 14 days and at discharge

11. BPD — Bronchopulmonary dysplasia

Starting in 2020, Mother’s breastmilk feeding on postnatal day 14, MBMe, is added to

MBM (renamed as MBMd), Mother’s breastmilk feeding at discharge.

The analyses for BPD and Mortality differ from the rest; they apply propensity

matching on a set of background variables. Details are given in Sections 19 and 20.

Outlier analysis is not conducted for the following Audit measures:

Parental presence at consultant ward rounds; Bloodstream infection; Cen-

tral line associated bloodstream infection; Minimising inappropriate sepa-

ration of mother and term baby; Minimising inappropriate separation of

mother and late to moderate preterm baby; and Nurse staffing on neonatal

units (NST).

Outliers are classified by the terms ‘Alert’ and ‘Alarm’. Alert is used for units for

which there is a weaker evidence (2 SD– 3 SD1) that they are outliers. Alarm is used

for units for which there is a stronger evidence (3 SD or more) that they are outliers.

For some measures, positive outliers are also identified; they are labelled ‘Excellent’

(2 SD– 3 SD above the overall rate) and ‘Outstanding’ (3 SD or more).

Outcomes are missing for some babies that satisfy the inclusion criteria for the

analysis. In the outlier analysis, these babies are discarded; that is, no imputation is

applied. The rate of nonresponse (frequency of missing entries) is evaluated and units

and networks with exceptionally high rates are noted. A unit-level summary of the

rates of nonresponse is also compiled.

The source of all data for the analysis is the National Neonatal Research Database

(NNRD).

2 Unit- and network-level tables

The relevant baby-level records for an analysis are extracted from NNRD and submitted

directly to customised SAS procedures2. Every baby is associated with three or more

units — where the mother was booked for delivery, where the baby was born and where

1SD — standard deviation, used in the context of distance of the estimated rate of compliance for
a unit or network from the national rate (the standard)

2 SAS — Statistical Analysis Software, Cary, North Carolina, U.S.A.
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a particular aspect of neonatal care was provided (more than one unit for some babies).

In many cases, these units are not distinct; in some cases, all three units are the same.

Each measure is associated with one of these units. The term ‘attribution’ refers to

this association.

The unit-level table for an audit measure is formed by counting the numbers of

cases of compliance (denoted by Y), failures to comply (N) and missing outcomes (M).

The network-level table is formed similarly. Apart from Nobles Hospital, Isle of Man,

every unit belongs to a network. However, the entries in a network-level table may not

be equal to the totals of the corresponding entries for the units within their networks

because some babies are not associated with a participating neonatal unit but are

linked to a network. Examples of such cases are births at home and in transit. For

audit measure BC3 (Baby born at gestational age of less than 27 weeks, in a NICU or

not), such cases are linked to networks.

Nurse staffing, as an audit measure, is an exception. It is defined for shifts in

neonatal wards, and is not directly associated with individual babies or mothers. In

all analyses, the units in Scotland are treated as a single network. In 2019, there were

14 networks, 12 of them are operational delivery networks (ODN) in England and the

units in Wales formed another network. Some (small) units do not contribute to the

analysis of some audit measures, and so the number of units in an analysis may vary

across the audit measures. Analysis of Mortality is not conducted for Scotland because

the relevant outcomes are not provided.

3 Eligibility

The term ‘eligibility’ refers to the set of criteria for including a data record (a case, a

baby or mother) in the analysis. The eligibility criteria are specific to audit measures,

but have some elements in common. The principal criterion is given by a limit on the

gestational age at birth (GA). For ROP screening, the eligibility criterion is

gestational age at birth short of 32 weeks

or

birthweight smaller than 1501 grams.

The analysis of an audit measure is conducted at the baby level for all measures ex-

cept for Antenatal steroids and Magnesium sulphate, which are conducted for eligible

mothers, and Nurse staffing, for which the elementary data (records) are derived for

work shifts (12-hour periods). The attribution for Antenatal steroids, Temperature on

admission, Magnesium sulphate, BPD and Birth in a centre with NICU is to the place
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Table 1: Eligibility criteria for inclusion in the analysis

Criteria

Measure Case Attribution GA Other

Antenatal steroids Mother Place of birth 23 – 33 First known episode only

Temperature Baby Place of birth < 32 First known episode only
Admitted to a unit within
one hour of birth

Consultation Baby Provider All Admitted to unit for at least
with parents 12 hours in the first episode;

transitional care unit excluded

ROP screening Baby Provider < 32 Or birthweight < 1501 grams
Alive at the end of the
screening window

Magnesium sulphate Mother Place of birth < 30 Within 24 hours of delivery

Mother’s milk Baby Provider < 33 All care in one unit
— at discharge Discharge status — Home
— at age of 14 days

Two-year follow-up Baby Last provider < 30 Survived till discharge

Birth in a centre Baby Place of birth < 27
with NICU

Necrotising
enterocolitis Baby ODN at 48 hrs < 31

BPD Baby Place of birth < 32 Death by or BPD at
36 weeks GA

Mortality Baby Place of birth < 32 Death prior to discharge
or by 44 weeks GA

Nurse staffing Shift Provider N/A Whether sufficient number
(12 hrs) of nurses present

Notes: GA — gestational age at birth, in weeks.

of birth, and for the other four measures it is to the provider; for Two-year follow-up

it is to the last provider. Details are given in Table 1. Further background to the

audit measures is given in the RCPCH publication A guide to the 2019 audit mea-

sures (National Neonatal Audit Programme, November 2018) and its (future) annual

editions.

Consultation with parents has no eligibility criterion based on GA (all babies are

eligible), and the other measures, except for Nurse staffing, have eligibility criteria with

upper limits of 30 – 34 weeks. Babies with GA below 23 weeks are excluded from the
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analysis for Antenatal steroids. The criterion for GA was 24 – 34 weeks until the Audit

based on data from 2018.

Except for BPD and Two-year follow-up, a baby is included in the audit if its date

of final discharge from a neonatal unit (with either survival status, died or survived)

is in the reference year (1st January – 31st December 2018 in the plan for the 2019

Audit). For BPD, babies from the last three years are included (2016 – 18 in the 2019

Audit), and the reference period for Two-year follow-up is centred on 1st January two

years before the beginning of the audit year. For the 2020 Audit, the reference period

for Two-year follow-up is from 1st July 2016 till 30th June 2018. For BPD and Two-

year follow-up, the date used for inclusion in the analysis is the date of birth, with a

correction for gestational age for Two-year follow-up.

4 Data for outlier analysis

This section refers to outlier analysis in which no account is taken of the babies’ (or

mothers’) background. The analysis for BPD and Mortality, using propensity match-

ing, is dealt with in Sections 19 and 20.

The dataset for the analysis is extracted from NNRD as an Excel file (∗.csv). It

has the variables (fields) listed in Table 2. Audit measures that relate to the place of

birth use the unit and network of birth; measures for providers use the provider’s unit

and network. The data file is re-used for network-level analysis. A data set is extracted

in this format and layout even when only network-level analysis is conducted. Much

more extensive data are required for the analysis of BPD and Mortality (Sections 19

and 20).

Units and networks

The list of eligible neonatal units, for which an analysis is to be carried out, is main-

tained by NNAP. All other entries (cases) are excluded from the analysis of units,

although they may be included in an analysis at the network level. They include

records indicating birth at home, birth in none of the NHS hospitals, birth outside the

delivery suite of a NHS hospital, in transfer, at an unknown location, and the like. A

record may be excluded from an analysis based on the unit of birth (e.g., in transit),

but included in an analysis of units providing care (a neonatal unit).

A unit may report for only part of the year. The variable NotFullYear indicates

records from such units. These records are excluded from all unit-level analyses, but

are included in all network-level analyses. The attributes and assignments of a unit
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Table 2: Variables in the extracted dataset for NNAP outlier analyses.

Name of variable Code name Notes

Identifiers

Badger code Badger3AnonID Unique

Mother’s code MotherCode Common to multiple births

Location (Unit and Network)

Unit providing care ProviderName

or Unit of birth PoBName

Network where care is provided ProviderODN

or network of birth PoBODN

The unit reports for full year? NotFullYear

Lower layer super area LSOA

Clinical level of the unit ProviderLevel

or PoBLevel

Baby

Episode No. EpisodeNumberBaby

GA (weeks) GestationWeeks # completed weeks

Birthweight Birthweight For ROP screening only

Year of birth BirthYear

Month of birth BirthMonth

Birth order BirthOrder

Outcome

Indicators (0/1) Specific to audit measures

Notes: Place of birth — for Antenatal steroids, Temperature, Magnesium sulphate, BPD,

Birth in a centre with NICU; Provider — for Consultation with parents, ROP screening,

Mother’s milk at 14 days and at discharge; Last provider — Two-year follow-up.

may change during a year. For example, a unit may be promoted from level 2 (LNU) to

level 3 (NICU) or may be re-assigned from one network to another. In every analysis,

the attributes and assignments in force at the end of the audited period, such as 31st

December 2019 in the 2020 Audit, apply.

The networks for which an analysis is to be carried out in the 2020 Audit are

listed in Table 3, together with the abbreviated names for them. The entry Unknown is

used to indicate ‘missing’; there may also be an empty entry, or a missing-value code.

Records with these entries for network are excluded; their entries for the unit make

them ineligible also from the unit-level analysis. The only exception is Nobles Hospital,

Isle of Man, which is not associated with any network.
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Table 3: The full and abbreviated names of the networks participating in NNAP.

Full name Abbreviated names

East Midlands Neonatal ODN East Midlands EM

East of England Neonatal ODN East of England EE

North Central & North East London Neonatal ODN London NC&NE Lnc

North West London Neonatal ODN London NW Lnw

North West Neonatal ODN North West NW

Northern Neonatal ODN Northern NO

Scotland∗ Scotland Sco

South East Coast Neonatal ODN South East SE

South London Neonatal ODN London South LS

South West Neonatal ODN South West SW

Thames Valley & Wessex ODN Thames V & Wsx TW

Wales∗ Wales WL

West Midlands Neonatal ODN West Midlands WM

Yorkshire & Humber Neonatal ODN Yorks & Humber YH

Note: ∗ — organised differently than networks in England but treated as one network in all

analyses.

Outcomes

The outcomes, which define for every eligible baby whether its particular aspect of

care (audit measure) is in compliance, or a particular condition (BPD or morbidity)

is present, are given as a set of indicators. They differ across the audit measures. For

Temperature, there are two sets of indicators, one for timeliness of the measurement

and one for the range in which the measured value of the temperature falls. Within

each set, the indicators are divided into groups for compliance (usually one indicator)

and for noncompliance (in some cases several indicators). There may also be an indi-

cator for missing entry (Unknown or M). For every baby, the values of the indicators

in a set comprise zeros except for one unity. For example, if the indicators are for

(measurement) On time, Late, Never, and Unknown, then the possible sets of values

are (1, 0, 0, 0) for On time, (0, 1, 0, 0) for Late, (0, 0, 1, 0) for Never, and (0, 0, 0, 1)

for Unknown.

The rules for classifying the outcomes for Temperature are given in Table 4. For

compliance, both criteria (timeliness and range) have to be satisfied. Failure on either

criterion amounts to noncompliance, irrespective of the outcome for the other criterion.

The categories ‘Not taken’ (it is established that the temperature was not taken) and
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Table 4: Classification of the outcomes for audit measure Temperature.

Temperature range (◦C)

Timeliness < 32.5 32.5− 35.9 36.0− 36.4 36.5− 37.5∗ > 37.5 N/A

On time∗ N N N C N ?

After one hour N N N N N N

Not taken N N N N N N

Unknown N N N ? N ?

Notes: ∗ — category that is mandatory for compliance. C — compliance; N — noncompli-

ance; ? — missing entry.

‘Unknown’ (it is not known whether the temperature was taken or not) are distinct.

For temperature range, the category ‘N/A’ is defined by default, when none of the

other (proper) categories is applicable.

For the other outcome measures, the indicators are listed in Table 5. Note that

failure to screen for ROP and failure to record information about screening cannot be

distinguished. Both types of failure are treated as noncompliance, and so, by construc-

tion, missing entries for ROP screening do not occur.

4.1 Checking the data extracted for outlier analysis

The dataset for an audit measure, extracted from NNRD, is subjected to several data

checks. Their purpose is to verify that there were no errors in extraction or transfer

from NNRD to the computational environment for the analysis3.

The Badger code has to be unique. That is, in a dataset of n babies there have to

be n distinct codes. The mother’s code is duplicated for multiple births and separate

pregnancies within the year. It should be checked that the number of distinct mothers’

codes is 85 – 90% of n for audit measures that are restricted to very low GA (< 32

weeks), and about 95% for audit measures that are less restricted. In the audit of data

from 2015, single deliveries constituted 94.2% for Consultation with parents, 89.8% for

ROP screening, 88.1% for Mother’s milk at discharge and 87.7% for Temperature.

Records with provider (or place of birth) unit or network names that are not listed

among the participating units or networks (for a particular audit measure) have to

be excluded from the unit- or network-level analysis, as appropriate. The entries for

network for such (ineligible) records should have a special code, such as aOther, that

3 R Language and Environment for Statistical Computing, R Foundation for Statistical Computing,
Vienna, Austria. https://www.R-project.org/.
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Table 5: Indicators for the outcomes of the audit measures. See Table 4 for Tempera-
ture.

Codes

Audit measure Compliance Missing Noncompliance

Antenatal steroids At least one dose Unknown None given

Consultation Within 24 hours Unknown After 24 hours,
with parents Before admission

No consultation

ROP screening On time∗ — Screened early•

Screened late•

Not screened†

Magnesium sulphate MagYes MagMiss MagNo

Mother’s breast milk Exclusively Missing Other
(Early/at discharge) Mixed feeding

Two-year follow-up Impairment not determin. — Lost to follow up
Mild/moderate disability No health data entered
No impairment Not assessed
Severe impairment for another reason
Died post discharge

Birth in a centre At NICU Unknown At a non-tertiary unit
with NICU

Nurse staffing Required◦ ≥ Present Missing Required > Present

Good outcome Bad outcome

BPD NoBPD or BPDMild Unknown BPDSignificant

Mortality Baby sent home Unknown Baby died before
Baby alive at 44 weeks PMA
44 weeks PMA

NEC Survival, or death Missing Confirmed NEC
due to another cause

Notes: ∗ — for a baby who is screened for ROP several times, it suffices if one screen is

on time; † — ‘Not screened’ and missing entry are not distinguished; all such entries are

treated as noncompliance; • — there are two variables for this failure to comply: screening

(early or late) before or after discharge. For ROP and Two-year follow-up, all missing entries

are subsumed in codes for noncompliance; ◦ — Number of nurses on the shift (required and

present).

are not on the list of participating networks in Table 3. The clinical level of such a

‘unit’ is set to zero.

Data integrity checks include: all records for a unit belong to the same network and
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Table 6: Variables in unit- and network-level datasets for an audit measure.

Variable Description Notation or formula

1. Counts

Cases of compliance Y

Cases of noncompliance N

Missing entries M

2. Estimated rates of compliance

No imputation Ignoring missing items P̂ = Y/ (Y + N)

By pessimistic imputation Missing = Noncompliance Y / (Y + N + M)

By optimistic imputation Missing = Compliance (Y + M) / (Y + N + M)

3. Standard error

Estimated standard error
√

P̂ (1− P̂) / (Y + N)

4. Exclusion criterion and level (for units only)

Not reporting for full year Closure, new unit, etc.

Level 0, 1, 2, or 3

have the same clinical level of care and the same entry for NotFullYear. Tabulation of

the values of GA should confirm the pattern of increasing counts with GA, except for

ROP screening, where GA is not the sole principal eligibility criterion. The outcome

indicators in a set have to have the patterns of all zeros except for one entry which is

equal to unity. Instances of all entries being zero are interpreted as a missing outcome.

For Temperature, there are two sets of outcomes. The outcome Not taken cannot be

accompanied by a proper temperature range, but Unknown may be.

See Section 11 for further analyses that establish the integrity and continuity of the

data.

5 Unit- and network-level summaries

The baby-level outcomes are condensed into two datasets, one for units and the other

for networks.

The unit-level dataset has the variables listed in Table 6. They comprise four blocks:

the first gives the count of babies within the unit whose care is classified as compliance

(Y), the count of cases of noncompliance (N), and the count of missing entries (M).

The symbols Y, N and M are used below.
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The second block gives the estimates of the compliance rate evaluated in three ways

that differ in their treatment of missing entries:

• No imputation (deletion) — ignoring the missing entries;

• Pessimistic imputation — recoding each missing entry as a case of noncompli-

ance;

• Optimistic imputation — recoding each missing entry as a case of compliance.

Since the 2018 Audit, all reports and other outputs are based on no imputation. That

is, all missing entries are ignored. Recall that by construction M=0 for ROP screening

and Two-year follow-up; for them, the three types of imputation coincide. The rate of

missing entries is negligible for Temperature (16 babies in the data for 2016, less than

0.1%), it is small for Antenatal steroids, BPD and Mother’s breast milk at discharge

(1.1%– 1.5%), is nontrivial for Consultation with parents (3.7%), and was endemic for

Magnesium sulphate (18.8% in the data for 2017), but in the data for 2019 is was

only 0.6%. The formulae for pessimistic and optimistic imputation, printed in distinct

color, are given only for completeness and to retain the format from previous years.

They are used only in an internal report that assesses the impact that these methods

of imputation would have on the results. In some graphical outputs, whiskers are used

(optionally) to indicate the results that would be obtained by applying optimistic and

pessimistic imputation.

The rate of compliance (or of a condition) based on no imputation is denoted by

P̂.4 The estimates are multiplied by 100 to have the form of percentages.

The third block gives the estimated standard error. Its evaluation is based on

the compliance rate estimated by deletion, P̂, and the number of babies with proper

entries n (= Y + N), so that P̂ = Y/n. Then the standard error is estimated by
√

P̂× (1− P̂)/n.

The fourth block contains indicators of reporting not for full year (such a unit is

excluded from unit-level analysis), having fewer than ten babies in the data and having

more than 10% of outcomes missing. The latter two variables are included only for

historical reasons; they are not used in the analysis. The clinical level of the unit is

given in the right-most column.

The network-level dataset has the same variables, aggregated within the networks,

except for the fourth block, which is not relevant for networks.

4 The circumflex ˆ , as in P̂, is used throughout for estimates, that is, observed or evaluated
quantities for which we consider underlying values, P. Of principal interest is P, and P̂ is used in
inferential statements about P.
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6 Shrinkage estimates and funnel plots

The estimated unit-level compliance rates P̂ are based solely on data from the unit

concerned. These estimates can be improved by drawing on the information from the

other units when the units have similar rates. Therefore the distribution (location and

dispersion) of the underlying compliance rates is estimated, and the results are used

to improve the estimated compliance rates.

The beta-binomial model for compliance rates involves two parameters, α and β

(the shape parameters of the beta distribution). Their estimates, denoted α̂ and β̂, are

obtained by fitting the model by the method of maximum likelihood. The estimates

have the following interpretation. For a unit with Y cases of compliance and N cases

of noncompliance, the enhanced estimate of the compliance rate is

P̃ =
Y + α̂

Y+ α̂ +N+ β̂
;

that is, α̂ and β̂ are the effective numbers of additional cases of compliance and non-

compliance, respectively. The estimates P̃ are moved from P̂ = Y/ (Y+N) toward

α̂/(α̂ + β̂), to a greater extent when Y+N is small. This phenomenon is referred

to as shrinkage and the estimators P̃ are called shrinkage estimators. As a result of

shrinkage, the estimated compliance rate is lower than 100% even for a unit with a

perfect record (N=0). The ‘original’ estimates P̂ are dispersed more than the target

values P, and this dispersion is reduced by shrinkage. The resulting estimates P̃ are

dispersed less than the targets P. The estimates P̃ are superior to P̂ for a majority of

units. Unfortunately, estimation for the units with the lowest and highest rates P is a

weakness of this method. Note that such units cannot be readily identified by inspect-

ing the values of P̂ or P̃, especially for units with small caseloads. In essence, too much

shrinkage takes place for units that are genuinely exceptional (have exceptional values

of P). Applying less shrinkage is not a good solution because it is applied according to

values of P̂, not according to P, which is not known.

The funnel plot is a scatterplot of the estimates P̃ against the caseloads Y + N.

Added to them are the confidence limits, which are curves with values dependent on the

caseload. These limits are centred around a standard π, set to the national (overall)

rate. This is a change from earlier audits when the standard was set a priori, e.g.,

to 60% for Temperature. The confidence limits are calculated as extreme (low and

high) percentiles of the (beta) distribution of the observed compliance rates evaluated

under the assumption that the underlying compliance rate is π. In effect, the unit-level

compliance rates are compared to π, and units for which we have sufficient evidence

that their rates are lower than π are declared to be (negative) outliers.
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Table 7: Developmental standards for the audit measures

Audit measure Standard (%)

Temp Temperature 90

ROP ROP screening 100

Cons First consultation 100

Ster Use of antenatal steroids 85

MagS Magnesium sulphate 85

FLW Two-year follow-up 90

BC3 Born in a NICU∗ 85

BPD Bronchopulmonary dysplasia Not applicable†

Mort∗ Mortality Not applicable†

NEC∗ Necrotising enterocolitis Not applicable

NST Nurse staffing Not applicable

Notes: ∗ Only network-level analysis is performed for BC3, Mortality and NEC. † For BPD

and Mortality, the treatment effect is estimated. It is related to the overall rate of BPD (or

Mortality), and so a standard is not well defined.

Apart from the standard used in the outlier analysis there is also a developmental

standard, which sometimes refers to a long-term goal or an ideal. The developmental

standards are displayed in Table 7. For BPD and Mortality, the treatment effect is

estimated (see Sections 19 and 20), for which a developmental standard is not well

defined.

6.1 Stages of the analysis

The analysis of the units concludes with a (possibly empty) list of outliers. This list is

compiled in two stages.

In stage 1, a beta-binomial model is fitted to all the participating units represented

in the data, and the funnel plot is drawn. The limits are set to the 5th and 95th

percentiles. All the units that have their estimated compliance rates below the lower

limit of the funnel plot are regarded provisionally as outliers. An example is displayed

in Figure 1 for Temperature. In stage 1 there are eleven outliers, marked in the diagram

by circles.

In stage 2, the beta-binomial model is re-fitted to the participating units, with

the stage-1 outliers removed. The funnel plot based on this model fit is drawn, with

the provisional outliers included in the diagram. Two pairs of limits are drawn in this

diagram, one based on percentiles 2.5 and 97.5, and another on 0.1 and 99.9. The units
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Figure 1: Funnel plot for stage 1 of the outlier analysis for Temperature, based on data
from 2017.

that are located between the two lower limits (percentiles 0.1 and 2.5) are classified as

Alert outliers and those below the limit for 0.1% as Alarm outliers. See Figure 2 for an

example linked to Figure 1. In this example, one unit, marked by a circle, is classified

as Alert, and another unit, marked by a double circle, is classified as Alarm.

The results that would be obtained by optimistic and pessimistic imputation are

indicated in Figures 1 and 2 by ‘whiskers’ — hairline segments attached to the discs

that mark the estimates obtained by no imputation. The whiskers are absent for most

units because they have no missing entries. For the few units that do have them they

are very short, indicating that there are very few of them and imputation for them

changes the values of the estimates only slightly. The outlier classification would be

altered by changing the method of imputation if a whisker intersected one of the funnel

limits. No such instances arise.

The analysis concludes with a list of units (hospitals) that appear as outliers in

at least one stage of the analysis. The results are presented in a table in which the

values of the variables in the first two blocks of Table 6 (counts and estimated rates)
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Figure 2: Funnel plot for stage 2 of the outlier analysis for Temperature, based on data
for 2017
.

are reproduced. The right-most column displays the outlier status, defined as a set of

three digits that indicate whether the unit is an outlier

1. in stage 1 (provisionally);

2. in stage 2 in the Alert category;

3. in stage 2 in the Alarm category.

For example, 1 10 stands for Alert (and also outlier in stage 1) and 1 11 for Alarm in

stage 2. Table 8 displays this information for the example presented in Figures 1 and

2.

The estimates based on pessimistic and optimistic imputation are presented in the

form of whiskers — hairline segments that connect the values based on deletion with

the values obtained by the two methods of imputation. With imputation, the caseload
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Table 8: Outlying hospitals in the analysis of Temperature ( data for 2017).

Compliance Estimate (%) Outlier

Hospital Y N M P̂ Stage 1 Stage 2 status

ARROWE PARK HOSPITAL 36 39 0 48.0 52.4 54.1 1 00

BARNSLEY DISTRICT GEN. HOSP. 9 20 0 31.0 47.2 51.1 1 00

BIRMINGHAM HEARTLANDS HOSP. 47 44 1 51.6 54.6 55.9 1 00

CITY HOSPITAL, BIRMINGHAM 21 30 0 41.2 49.3 51.9 1 00

CROYDON UNIVERSITY HOSPITAL 18 24 0 42.9 51.3 54.0 1 00

MEDWAY MARITIME HOSPITAL 47 41 0 53.4 56.0 57.3 1 00

NORTH BRISTOL NHS (S-MEAD) 35 38 0 47.9 52.4 54.2 1 00

NOTTINGHAM CITY HOSPITAL 31 31 0 50.0 54.4 56.2 1 00

ROYAL PRESTON HOSPITAL 30 34 0 46.9 52.1 54.1 1 00

QUEEN’S HOSPITAL, ROMFORD 30 38 0 44.1 49.9 52.1 1 10

BIRMINGHAM WOMEN’S HOSPITAL 66 74 0 47.1 50.0 51.2 1 11

Note: The three digits of the outlier status indicate the status (1 — outlier; 0 — not an

outlier) in stage 1, stage 2–Alert and stage 2–Alarm.

is increased; therefore the whiskers aim to the right, upwards for optimistic imputation

and downwards for pessimistic imputation.

In addition to Temperature, this outlier analysis is conducted also for Antenatal

steroids, Consultation with parents, ROP screening, Magnesium sulphate and Clinical

follow-up at two years. Outlier analysis (funnel plots) is conducted also for the net-

works. It involves only one stage and no shrinkage is applied. See Section 18. Outlier

analyses for BC3 (Born in a NICU) and NEC are conducted only at the network level.

The data for units identified as outliers are scrutinised for face validity by the

clinical lead and the analyst. Data for outlying networks are be examined similarly.

6.2 Positive outliers

Units with exceptionally high rates of compliance may be of interest. They can be

identified similarly to units labelled as Alert and Alarm, as being between the two

upper funnel limits and above the higher of them, respectively. These units are labelled

as ‘Excellent’ and ‘Outstanding’. For example, there are four excellent and three

outstanding units in Figure 2. They are not marked, so as to maintain a sharp focus

on the negative outliers.
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When both negative and positive outliers are considered we apply (two-sided) confi-

dence limits at 2.5% and 97.5% for the funnel plot in stage 1, and provisionally exclude

both positive and negative outliers.

Analysis of positive outliers is not meaningful for audit measures for which many

units attain rates of compliance equal or close to 100%. The analysis is not conducted

for Consultation with parents, Antenatal steroids and ROP screening. Positive outliers

are analysed for Temperature, Magnesium sulphate, Two-year follow-up and Birth in

a centre with NICU, the latter for networks only.

7 Caterpillar plots

In a caterpillar plot for units, each unit is represented by a vertical segment that

extends from the lower to the upper confidence limit for the compliance rate of the

unit. The estimates of the rates of compliance and confidence limits are evaluated

without shrinkage and with no imputation. The estimates are marked by discs. The

units (their vertical bars) are sorted in the ascending order of the estimated rates

of compliance. The (caterpillar) bar for a unit represents the confidence interval; it

extends from P̂ − 2S to P̂ + 2S, where P̂ is the unit’s estimated rate of compliance

and S its standard error. From 2019 on, distinct colours are used to indicate the level

of the unit. Figure 3 displays the unit-level caterpillar plot for Temperature based on

data from 2019. The colours used are indicated in the legend (SCBU — level 1, LNU

— level 2, and NICU — level 3).

For the networks, caterpillar plots are constructed similarly. Abbreviated names of

the networks are printed at the horizontal axis. The overall caseloads and the estimated

national rates of compliance for units and networks, printed in the respective caterpillar

plots, may differ slightly because they are based on different sets of cases. Some units

are excluded from unit-level analyses, but their babies are included in network-level

analyses. Figure 4 displays the network-level caterpillar plot for Temperature in 2016.

Note that some changes have taken place since then: Thames Valley and Wessex have

been amalgamated into a single network; Peninsula & Western ODN has been renamed

to South West Neonatal ODN; West Midlands Neonatal ODN has been formed, and

some units have been moved from one network to another.

The vertical bars based on pessimistic and/or optimistic imputation may be added

to this plot. They are displaced (offset) to the left and right, respectively, and both

sets are drawn by grey colour, to keep the rates and confidence intervals based on no
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Figure 3: Unit-level caterpillar plot for Temperature (data for year 2019).
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imputation prominent. A similar layout can be used for displaying the estimated rates

and confidence intervals for two or three consecutive years. See Section 13.

8 Graphical summaries of breastfeeding

This section was added in April 2020. It is an adaptation of Addendum 3 Breastfeeding.

Graphical display.

8.1 Introduction

No single day on which breastfeeding status might be recorded can satisfactorily sum-

marise a baby’s breastfeeding over the entire stay in neonatal care. Moreover, no

information about breastfeeding after discharge is available in NNRD. The rates of

breastfeeding in units and networks on day 14 and on the day of discharge, presented

in the standard tabular and graphical layouts, are supplemented, starting with NNAP

2020, by a graphical display in which breastfeeding throughout the stay, including the

day of discharge, is represented.

Definitions

The outcome variable is defined as a dichotomy for each day of stay in a neonatal unit.

Breastfed on the day is coded as unity (1), and not breastfed as zero (0). Thus, a baby

that stayed in care for 14 days has a breastfeeding record comprising 14 digits, each

of them either 0 or 1. An example of such a record is 0011111 1100?00, with question

mark ‘?’ indicating missing entry (on day 12). For the definition of the population

(the eligible babies and attribution), see Sections 3 and 4. In particular, the data span

three years according to the date of birth, that is, 2017 – 2019 in NNAP reporting year

2020.

Method

Breastmilk feeding in a unit is graphically described by a colour-plot. Figure 5 presents

a set of examples, for units in Yorkshire and Humber Neonatal ODN. The axes of the

plot are postnatal day (horizontal) and percentage of babies (vertical). The number

of babies is printed as part of the vertical label. An (imaginary) vertical line drawn on

any given postnatal day comprises up to six segments of distinct colours, listed from

bottom to top:

• Black at the bottom accounts for babies not fed at all (nil by mouth).
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• Grey colour is for babies who were in a neonatal unit and were fed enterally but

not breastfed on the day.

• Green colour is for babies who were breastfed on the day.

• Light green colour is for babies who have already been discharged, and were

breastfed on the day of discharge.

• Light grey represents babies who have already been discharged, and were not

breastfed on the day of discharge.

• Off-white colour at the top represents babies whose breastfeeding status is not

known.

For greater emphasis, the black and grey fields are separated by a thin white line.

Thin black lines separate the areas that cover information prior to discharge, after

discharge, and missing records. Plots are drawn for the first 90 postnatal days. They

are drawn only for units with at least 100 babies in the data.

If the entry for the day of discharge is missing, it is replaced by the breastfeeding

status on the immediately preceding day. If the status is missing on both days, ‘not

breastfed’ is imputed, unless the status is missing for many babies. Grey colour is

reserved for missing breastfeeding status at discharge.

Sub-sequences 0?0 and 1?1 are replaced by 000 and 111 respectively. That is, if

breastfeeding status is missing for an isolated day and the states on the immediately

preceding and following days coincide, then this status is imputed for the day with the

missing record.

Yorkshire and Humber ODN has eight units with more than 100 babies each in the

data for 2019. In the diagram, there is a panel for each of these units and the colour-

plot for the ODN is added for reference. As an example, Doncaster Royal Infirmary

has 131 babies in the dataset. It has the largest fraction of babies in care who were

not breastfed (large grey area, with a peak at around 35 days) and, together with

Pinderfields General Hospital, has the largest fraction of babies not breastfed on the

day of discharge (large faint-grey areas). Babies in the Jessop Wing, Sheffield, tend

to be discharged later on average than babies in Pinderfields General Hospital or York

District Hospital. This is inferred from the shape of the black line that separates

the information prior to and post discharge – for Pinderfields and York District the

boundary drops earlier (at around day 25) and more steeply. This is most likely caused

by the case-mix of the units.
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Figure 5: Colour-plot of the breastfeeding patterns in the units of Yorkshire and Hum-
ber Neonatal ODN; years 2017 – 2019 (NNAP reporting year 2020).

Notes: The colours represent the following breastfeeding status: black — nil by mouth;

grey — cared for in the unit, fed enterally but not breastfed; green — cared for in the unit

and breastfed; light green — discharged, breastfed on the day of discharge; light grey —

discharged, not breastfed on the day of discharge; off-white — missing value (breastfeeding

status not established).

The colour-plots can be interpreted only by comparing the sizes of the areas (and

their shapes) for the units (within a network) or of a unit with its network. It is

therefore essential to present the colour-plots in sets selected by the user, with the

units of a network on a single page as a default.

The same layout is used for the babies of a network. The color-plots for the 14
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Table 9: Data for the colour-plot in a compact form; postnatal days 1 – 14, for the
Jessop Wing, Sheffield (158 babies); births in years 2017 – 2019.

Postnatal day

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14

0 17 13 12 8 7 6 4 5 5 7 73 7 6 6

B 31 27 24 22 25 21 23 22 22 21 19 21 21 21

G 108 117 122 128 124 129 131 131 131 130 132 130 131 130

g 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

b 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

m 2 1 0 0 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1

Notes: 0 — nil by mouth (black); B — no breastmilk (grey); G — breastmilk (green); g —

discharged, breastmilk on the day of discharge; b — discharged, no breastmilk on the day of

discharge; m — status no known (missing record; off-white).

networks can be displayed on a single page. Figure 6 presents an example based on

the data for years 2017 – 2019. The colour-plot for the entire NNAP (all 14 networks)

is added in the last panel for reference.

The boundaries of the coloured areas are smoother for the ODNs than for units.

The boundaries for the units could be smoothed, although this may obscure some

important features for nil by mouth (the black area at the bottom).

We emphasise that the areas painted faint grey and light green, representing post-

discharge days, cannot be interpreted as breastfeeding status on the day defined by

the horizontal axis. These colours indicate the status at the discharges that took place

earlier. Whilst it is reasonable to assume that a baby not breastfed on the day of

discharge is unlikely to be breastfed after discharge (resumption of breastfeeding is

unlikely), a baby breastfed on the day of discharge may or may not continue to be

breastfed, and if he or she does continue, then the length of the breastfeeding period

cannot be inferred.

The data on which a colour-plot is based are compactly presented by a 6×90 array

of counts of states and postnatal days. Table 9 presents an extract for the first 14

postnatal days for the Jessop Wing, Sheffield for years 2017 – 2019, used for NNAP

2020.
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Figure 6: Colour-plot of the breastfeeding patterns in the UK networks; years 2017 –
2019.
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9 Spine plots

This section was added in April 2020 and amended in October 2020. Spine plot is a

diagram in which the rates of several audit measures, for a unit, network or the whole

domain of NNAP, are presented in a single panel. It is device to present the results of

the audit in a compact form that facilitates comparisons of units, among themselves

and with their networks, as well as networks with the whole domain.

9.1 Example

An example of a spine plot is presented in Figure 7 for the units in Yorkshire and

Humber ODN based on their data for 2020. Each unit is represented by a panel in

which there is a horizontal segment for each audit measure. The segment extends from

the lowest to the highest rate for the audit measure among the units in the diagram.

These rates are scaled so that their network-level values are vertically aligned (marked

by the dashes), and they fit the width available in the panel. The estimated rate for

the unit is marked by a black disc, and the range in which the rate for the unit and the

measure would be within the funnel limits is indicated by a grey strip. The network-

level rates are printed in a separate panel. The scaled rates for BPD and Mortality,

which are the (scaled) treatment effects, have their signs changed (from positive to

negative and vice versa), so that better performance would correspond to higher value

(being further to the right).

For example, the horizontal segment for Magnesium sulphate extends beyond the

network’s rate (86.3%) only by a narrow margin because even the highest estimated rate

for a unit (Diana Princess of Wales, 100.0%) is only 13.7% above the network’s rate,

whereas the lowest estimated rate (Harrogate and Scarborough, both 0.0%) is 86.3%

below, that is, (86.3/13.7
.
= 6) over six times lower. That is why the horizontal segment

for Magnesium sulphate is split by the network’s rate in the proportion (approximately)

6:1. Both Harrogate and Scarborough are very small level-2 units; their caseloads in

the data are 1 and 2, respectively.

The levels of the units are indicated by the colours in which the names of the units

in the titles are printed: grey, blue and magenta for the respective levels 1, 2 and 3.

There is an option to drop all level-1 units from the plot, to sharpen the focus on units

with substantial caseloads.
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Figure 7: Spine plots for the units in Yorkshire and Humber ODN; based on data for
2019.

9.2 Information in a spine plot

The black disc for a unit or network that is excellent or outstanding on a given audit

item is located to the right of the grey strip and close to the right-hand limit of the

segment, which corresponds to the highest rate among the plotted units or networks.

The other extreme corresponds to poor performance. Note that shrinkage is not applied

to the units’ rates, and so the assessment based on a spine plot may differ from the

assessment based on the funnel plots generated by the two stage process described in
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Section 6.

In a set of spine plots, we can identify units that have no weaknesses — all their

discs are at the right-hand extremes; units that have no strengths — all their discs are

at the left-hand extremes; units that have some strengths but also some weaknesses

have their discs at either extremes of the segments. Units that are average or mediocre

for all items have their discs close to the corresponding network-level rates and within

the grey strips. The rate of BPD is not estimated for level-1 units. For them, the black

disc and the horizontal strip are omitted.

Figure 8 presents the spine plots for the networks. Here the references are the overall

(national) rates, and the scaling is such that these overall rates are vertically aligned

(marked by a dashed line). The diagram shows, for instance, that Thames Valley

and Wessex ODN has no weaknesses (none of the black discs are close to the left-hand

limits of the segments) and has the highest rates for Temperature and Consultation. In

contrast, Northern ODN has only one strength, NIC for which its rate is well above the

overall rate. South East ODN may be regarded as having no (pronounced) weaknesses,

nor any strengths, except for Consultation and BPD. The overall rates are printed in a

separate panel. For Nurse staffing (NST) there is no grey strip because standard errors

for the rate of compliance are not defined. (They are effectively zero).

The spine plots will be drawn for the estimated rates of the following audit measures,

and in the indicated order:

• ANS — Steroids

• MAG — Magnesium sulphate

• NIC — Born in a tertiary unit (networks only)

• TMP — Temperature

• CON — Consultation with parents

• ROP — Screening for Retinopathy of prematurity

• BFD — Breastmilk feeding at 14 days of discharge

• BFE — Breastmilk feeding at 14 days of age (Early)

• FLW — Two-year follow-up

• NST — Nurse staffing measure
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Figure 8: Spine plots for the networks; based on data for 2019.

• BPD — Bronchopulmonary dysplasia (units at levels 2 and 3 only)

• MRT — Mortality (networks only)

for both units and networks, unless stated otherwise; networks only for NIC and Mor-

tality.
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10 Diagrams for Nurse staffing

This section is an adaptation of Addendum 8. Nurse staffing prepared in August 2020.

10.1 Introduction

Nurse staffing is an audit measure to be introduced in NNAP 2021, based on data from

2020. Its elementary data records are defined for nursing shifts. Annually, most units

have 730 nursing shifts (732 shifts in a leap year), each lasting 12 hours. The focus

of the audit measure is on assessing whether and to what extent shifts are adequately

staffed by nurses. There is an established way of calculating the number of nurses

that have to be present on a shift. This number depends on how many babies are in

care in the unit, during the whole shift or its part, within well-defined categories of

babies related to the intensity of care. This number (of nurses required, REQ) may be

fractional. In the analysis, it is compared to the number of nurses present on the shift

(PRS).

We say that there is a shortfall of nurses on a shift if the number of nurses required

exceeds the number of nurses present; that is, REQ > PRS. There is an excess of

nurses when more nurses are present than is required; REQ < PRS. The case when

requirement is matched, REQ = PRS, is formally included among the cases of excess

because it amounts to compliance with the audit measure.

The workload of a unit over a year is defined as the total of the numbers of nurses

required over the year (or another period). The workload of a network is defined as

the total of the workloads of its units over the designated period.

10.2 Summaries of shortfall

The rate of adequately staffed shifts is defined as the percentage of shifts on which

there is no shortfall. For example, if among the 730 shifts of a unit there are 295 with

a positive shortfall, and 435 with no shortfall, then the rate of adequately staffed shifts

is 100× 435/730 = 59.6%. This percentage is easy to interpret, but it does not convey

the extent of the shortfalls. For instance, a shift with a shortfall of 0.25 is treated on

par with another shift with the shortfall of 5.5 nurses.

The average shortfall is defined as the average of the shortfalls of the (730) shifts of

the year. Every shift that has an excess of nurses is regarded as having zero shortfall.

For example, if in a year curtailed to just ten shifts there are five with shortfalls, of

1.4, 0.4, 2.1, 0.2 and 0.7 nurses, then the average shortfall would be (1.4 + 0.4 + 2.1 +

0.2 + 0.7)/10 = 0.48, irrespective of the values of the excess in the other five shifts.
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The rate of adequately staffed shifts and the average shortfall are also defined for

networks and, in principle, for any set of units. For example, if a network has nine

units, each reporting for 730 shifts, then the rate of adequately staffed shifts is defined

as the percentage of the 730 shifts for which every unit in the network was sufficiently

staffed. Similarly, the shortfall for a shift (one of 730 in a year) is defined as the total of

the shortfalls of the units in the network, substituting zero shortfall for every unit that

had an excess of nurses on the given shift. Since a typical network has many units, its

rate of adequately staffed shifts is very small and not useful for reporting. In contrast,

the average shortfall (averaged over the 730 shifts of the year) is a valuable summary,

especially when related to the average workload of the network.

The rates of adequately staffed shifts and the average shortfalls are regarded as

exact quantities, associated with zero standard errors. The methods for identifying

outliers among the units or networks are not applicable for them.

10.3 Graphical summaries

The rates of adequately staffed shifts and the average shortfalls are plotted against

the workloads of the units in Figure 9. Each unit is represented by a dot coloured

according to its level of care. The diagram shows that (small) level-1 units tend to be

well staffed (many have high rates of adequately staffed shifts) and among level-3 units

there are a few with extremely low rates. The differences in the average shortfalls are

substantial among the levels of care as well as within them, especially for level-3 units.

As a convention, the units are classified to three categories of rates of adequate

staffing according to the quintiles of the rates within the levels. The bottom quintiles

are 64.8%, 58.9% and 38.7% for the respective levels 1, 2, and 3; the top quintiles are

90.5%, 88.5% and 73.4%. Units with rates below the bottom quintile for their level are

regarded as poorly staffed, and those above the top quintiles for their level as relatively

well staffed.

Figure 10 presents the corresponding information for the networks. The shortfalls

are averaged not only over the 730 time periods, but also over the units of the network.

Without the latter averaging, any comparisons would be unfair to networks with many

units. The diagram shows that the shortfalls are largest in the three London networks

and West Midlands, and smallest in Wales and Scotland. Units with large workloads

dominate in London, so their dots are on the right-hand side of the plot. In contrast,

the average workload on a shift is smallest in the Northern network; its dot is closest

to the left-hand margin.
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Figure 9: The rates of adequately staffed shifts and the average shortfalls in neonatal
units; based on data for 2019. Units that do not report for the whole year (have fewer
than 730 shifts) are marked by grey circles. They include Queen Charlotte’s Hospital,
with shortfall greater than 6 nurses per shift.

10.4 Diagnostic information

A unit’s workloads, shortfalls and excesses for a year, or another period, can be pre-

sented in a plot of the workloads (REQ) and nurses available (PRS) over time. Figure
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Figure 10: The rates of adequately staffed shifts and the average shortfalls in networks;
based on data for 2019.

11 displays a prototype of such a plot. The workloads are drawn by a solid orange

line. It has to be smoothed to avoid sudden changes and to better represent the overall

trend. Black patches under the (orange) workload curve represent shifts with short-

falls and green patches above the workload curve are for excesses. These patches also

involve smoothing, so that periods covered by black colour may contain some shifts
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Figure 11: Diagnostics for nurse staffing in Bradford Royal Infirmary; data for 2019.

with excess of nurses, but shortfalls dominate. The year represented on the horizontal

axis is split into months, indicated by vertical dashes. They are interrupted in a strip

of text below quoting the rate of adequately staffed shifts (green), the average shortfall

(black) and the average workload per shift (orange). The horizontal dashes drawn by

orange colour mark the average workload.

Smoothing is implemented using the normal kernel with standard deviation set to

5.0, selected by trial and error. In this method, the value of the smoothed curve at any

particular point (shift No.), referred to as the focal point, is calculated as the weighted
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average of the values (of the workload or the number of nurses present) for all the

shifts, with weights equal to the density of the normal distribution (the normal curve)

centred around the focal point, with standard deviation 5.0.

At the bottom margin, each shift is represented by a dot, green for adequate staffing

and black for shortfall of nurses. The dots confirm that green patches are associated

with a dominance of adequately staffed shifts and black patches with dominance of

shortfall of nurses. Of course, these dots do not reflect the numbers of nurses involved

(the magnitude of the excess or shortfall). The diagram shows that periods of excess

occurred mainly when the workload was low, and periods of shortfall occurred mainly

when the workload was large.

Green patches for shifts with (dominance of) excess of nurses are of no interest to

the Audit, but may be useful for the unit in analysing past scheduling and identifying

where improvement could be made.

Irregularities in the data can be easily spotted in the plot of the shortfalls and

excesses. An extreme example is given in Figure 12, which at first sight might suggest

that the unit has had extensive shortfalls from May till December. In the data, long

sequences of shifts are recorded as having no nurses available, an obvious error. The unit

in question, Queen Charlotte’s Hospital, has the second largest average shortfall, and

erroneous data entry (or its interpretation) is the principal cause of this. Other units

in the same network, London North West, also have many obviously erroneous data

entries, contributing to the apparently poor performance of the network. Prominent

among them is Chelsea & Westminster Hospital, which has by far the lowest rate of

adequately staffed shifts.

Similar diagnostic plots can be drawn for the networks. Since an excess in one unit

of the network cannot be traded for a shortfall in a different unit on the same shift

(calendar data and am or pm), a typical network has very few shifts with excess, when

every unit is adequately staffed. Therefore the network-level diagnostic plot should

focus on shortfall, and omit any green patches altogether. They may be marked at

the bottom of the plot. The summaries printed in the diagram are for the collection

of units in the network; they are not averaged over the units. Figure 13 presents an

example.

10.5 Data quality issues

Table 10 lists the network-level summaries of nurse staffing. The first three columns

quote the summaries from Figure 13 and its counterparts for the other networks. The

column headed ‘REQ=1’ lists the numbers of values of REQ set to 1, that is, for which
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Figure 12: Diagnostics for nurse staffing in Queen Charlotte’s Hospital; data for 2019.
Illustration of data-entry errors.

it was declared that only one nurse was required. The right-most column, PRS=0,

lists numbers of records with PRS declared as zero, that is, with no nurse present on

the shift. The latter entries are clearly erroneous; the former are highly problematic

in general, and erroneous for any large unit. North West London ODN has by far the

largest number of aberrant (problematic) records (1089). and East Midlands has least

(60). These counts will be monitored as summaries of data quality.

In total, there are 5023 problematic data entries, 1559 for REQ and 3464 for PRS.
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Figure 13: Diagnostics for nurse staffing in Yorkshire and Humber Neonatal ODN;
data for 2019.

Twelve units have over 100 problematic data entries each (out of 2 × 730 = 1460);

three of them are in London North West and two each in London North Central &

North East and North West ODN. Six of these units have more than 200 such data

entries, and three of them are in London North West: Chelsea & Westminster (21 +

225 = 246 data entries), Northwick Park (27 + 391 = 418) and Queen Charlotte’s

Hospital (58 + 364 = 422). The other three units are Queen’s Hospital, Romford, (168

+ 242 = 410) in London North Central and North East ODN, Princess Royal Hospital
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Table 10: Summaries of nurse staffing for the neonatal networks. The two right-most
columns list the numbers of aberrant records.

Nurse Staffing Data quality

Network (ODN) Excess (%) Shortfall Workload REQ=1 PRS=0

East Midlands 8.08 4.16 69.42 11 49

East of England 1.64 3.73 107.43 96 43

London North C&E 7.81 5.04 49.70 180 370

London North West 0.14 16.77 51.62 108 981

North West 0.00 10.69 150.25 232 349

Northern 2.74 3.07 52.37 190 66

Scotland 8.90 3.63 79.17 44 166

South East Coast 1.51 4.76 76.73 79 252

South London 0.41 6.70 99.67 43 121

South West 0.82 8.14 83.25 122 339

Thames Valley & Wessex 0.41 6.66 93.08 174 257

Wales 12.74 3.65 57.68 127 376

West Midlands 0.00 10.66 110.01 13 84

Yorkshire & Humber 0.27 5.15 109.17 140 11

(61 + 168 = 229) in South East Coast ODN, and Princess of Wales Hospital (1 + 211

= 212) in Wales.

11 Additional analyses and integrity checks

The analysis that results in the list of outliers and funnel and caterpillar plots is

supported by further analyses intended to establish the integrity and continuity of the

data.

The units are expected to have similar caseloads and rates of compliance in two

consecutive years. This is checked informally by plots of the caseloads and estimated

rates. In the diagram, the units that have small caseloads (n < 10) or too many missing

entries (more than 10%) may be marked by distinct symbols. Whiskers connect the

points based on no imputation (ignoring missing entries) and on the entire caseload,

to indicate the extent of missing entries (and their distribution across the units). For

caseloads, a unit that has some missing entries has one whisker. For the estimated

rates, a unit has a pair of whiskers, one for each method of imputation.
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Figure 14: Comparison of caseloads and rates of compliance for Temperature; years
2015 and 2016.

An example for Temperature is displayed in Figure 14. It shows that the caseloads

have increased for some and decreased for other units, but for none of them substan-

tially. The right-hand panel shows that extreme rates (zero and 100%) occur exclusively

for units with small caseloads. The rate of compliance increased in 2016 for a majority

of the units; their points are above the dashes that indicate no change.

11.1 Missed ROP screening and implausible birthweight

The eligibility criterion for ROP screening involves two conditions, GA short of 32

weeks and birthweight below 1501 grams. A baby is included in the analysis if at least

one of these conditions is satisfied. It was noticed that some missing entries occur for

babies with GA greater than 32 weeks and implausibly small birthweights. It is likely

that these birthweights are recorded incorrectly.

The left-hand panel of Figure 15 displays the scatterplot of GA and birthweight in

an earlier audit. In the plot, babies with properly recorded values are marked by grey

dots and babies with missing entries by crosses. A set of ten babies with implausibly

small birthweights (less than 500 grams) for their GA (greater than 32 weeks) is easily

identified. If the birthweights were corrected some or maybe all the babies involved

would be excluded from the analysis for ROP screening, and the estimated rates of

compliance for the unit(s) involved would be increased. In the 2015 audit, when this

issue was raised for the first time, there were many more such cases. The right-hand
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Figure 15: Exploration of birthweight and gestational age for babies in the analysis of
ROP screening (2016).

panel displays the inset that focuses on babies with birthweights or GA close to the

respective thresholds of 32 weeks and 1500 grams. It highlights an opportunity for

increasing the rate of compliance. In fact, no such cases arose in the data for 2019.

12 Tabular output for the Report

This section lists the tables presented in the Audit Report. Each table has the following

headings:

• Number of eligible units (when applicable)

• Number of eligible cases (babies or mothers)

• The counts (percentages) of cases within the specified categories

The rows of the table are implied by the classification (levels of care, units or networks).

Antenatal steroids

By level of unit, unit and network.

Temperature

By level of unit, unit and network.
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Table 11: Tables compiled for the Annual Report.

Measure By level By unit By network Other

Antenatal steroids X X X

Temperature X X X

ROP screening X X X

Consultation with parents X X X

Magnesium sulphate X X X

Mother’s milk
— at age of 14 days X X X
— at discharge X X X

Two-year follow-up X X X

Birth in a centre with NICU — — X

NEC — — X

BPD X X X

Mortality — — X

ROP screening

By level of unit, unit and network.

Consultation with parents

By level of unit, unit and network.

Magnesium sulphate

By unit and network.

BPD

By level of unit, unit and network.

Mother’s breast milk at discharge

By unit and network, for both MBMe and MBMd.

Two-year follow-up

By level of unit, unit and network.

Birth in a centre with NICU

By network.

Each table includes a row of totals (overall rates). For each audit measure, a

comparison with the results for the previous audits (years) is included. These details

are displayed in Table 11. Table 12 lists the inclusion criteria for the audit measures.
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Table 12: Audit measures and inclusion criteria.

Audit measure GA (weeks) Other

Ster Antenatal steroids > 22 and < 34

Temp Temperature < 32

ROP ROP screening < 32 or BW< 1500 g

Cons Consultation with parents All

MagS Magnesium sulphate < 30

MBMe Mother’s breast milk at 14 days < 33

MBMd Mother’s breast milk at discharge < 33

FLW Two-year follow-up < 30

BC3 Birth in a centre with NICU < 27

NEC Necrotising enterocolitis < 32

BPD BPD∗ < 32

Mort Mortality∗ < 32

Note: ∗ — Data for BPD and Mortality are pooled over the three most recent years, e.g.,

2016 – 18 in 2019 Audit.

13 Longitudinal analysis

Longitudinal analysis was conducted in NNAP for the first time in 2018, on data for

years 2015, 2016 and 2017. In 2019, it was conducted for data for four years, 2015 – 18.

In the future, it will be conducted on data for past three years, e.g., 2018–20 in year

2021.

Longitudinal analysis in 2020 is conducted for the following audit measures:

1. Ster — Antenatal steroids

2. Temp — Temperature on admission

3. Cons — First consultation with parents

4. ROP — Retinopathy of prematurity screening

5. MagS — Magnesium sulphate

6. MBMd — Mother’s breastmilk at discharge

7. MBMe — Mother’s breastmilk at 14 days of age

8. FLW — Clinical follow-up at two years of age
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An analysis is not conducted for Bronchopulmonary dysplasia (BPD) or Mortality

because the established outlier analyses are based on the aggregates of three years’

data, and a longitudinal analysis would have to use data from relatively distant past.

Unit- and network-level analyses are conducted. The analyses are based on no

imputation; that is, records with missing entries for the outcome are discarded. The

quantity of interest is the change in the rates of compliance for three years ago (2017)

and the the previous year (2019), that is

∆p = p2019 − p2017 ,

in the 2020 Audit, defined for units and networks. The changes from one year to

another are estimated by the differences of the corresponding estimates,

∆p̂ = p̂2019 − p̂2018 .

The data summaries required for a longitudinal analysis are concisely described as the

pairs (∆p̂, ŝ∆) for all the units (or networks). Here ŝ∆ is the standard error of the

estimate ∆p̂. The derivation of ŝ∆ is moved to Appendix A.

Computational procedures for evaluating the rates of compliance p̂ and their (esti-

mated) standard errors ŝ are described in earlier sections.

14 Key outputs

The confidence limits for the changes ∆p are constructed from their estimates ∆p̂ and

standard errors ŝ∆ . They are presented in caterpillar plots, one for the units and

another for networks. See details in Section 7. Note that the values of ∆p̂, expressed

in percentages, are between −100 (for change from 100 to 0) and 100 (change from 0

to 100). Extreme changes tend to occur only for very small units. Figure 16 displays

an example for units using data for Temperature for years 2015 and 2016 and Figure

17 displays its version for networks. From 2020 on, the level of the unit is indicated in

unit-level caterpillar plots by colours, as in Figure 3.

For networks, the annual estimates and standard errors can also be presented in

a caterpillar plot in which a displacement (offset) and grey colour are used for the

previous year. The network-level plot for Temperature in 2015 and 2016 is presented

in Figure 18. An arrow is added for each network at the top of the plot to indicate the

direction of change. A similar plot for the units is not practical because it would be too

cluttered. However, such a caterpillar plot may be useful for the units of a network.

Funnel plots are drawn to identify outlying units, using the same criteria as for the

annual results. Thus, units are highlighted as Alert- and Alarm-outliers if they have
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Figure 16: Unit-level caterpillar plot for the changes of the compliance rates (∆p̂) for
Temperature from 2015 to 2016.
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Figure 17: Network-level caterpillar plot for the changes of the compliance rates (∆p̂)
for Temperature from 2015 to 2016.
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Figure 18: Combined caterpillar plot for the network-level rates of compliance for
Temperature in 2015 (grey bars) and 2016 (black bars).

exceptional reductions in their rates of compliance from one year to another. The label

‘Alert’ is for units with estimated differences more than two standard errors (2 SD)

below the standard, and ‘Alarm’ is for units with estimates more than 3 SD below the

standard. See Sections 6 and 7 for details. Positive outliers are qualified as Excellent

(above the 2 SD limit) and Outstanding (above the 3 SD limit). Appendix B describes

the method, adapted to data that are differences of rates.

Figures 19 and 20 illustrate the method on the comparisons of the rates of compli-

ance for 2015 and 2016. The horizontal axis is the average of the two annual caseloads.

More precisely, it is the harmonic average5. The harmonic average is smaller than

or equal to the arithmetic average; for units with similar caseloads in the two years,

the two averages differ only slightly. In stage 1 (Figure 19) there is a single positive

provisional outlier, marked by a circle, and no negative provisional outliers. In stage

2 (Figure 20) the positive outlier is confirmed. The overall rate of compliance in-

creased by 2.7%, and the estimated between-unit variance of the differences is 62.4%2;

that is, the standard deviation of the unit-level changes in the rates is estimated by

5The harmonic average of two values, a and b, is defined as the reciprocal of the average of
reciprocals, that is, 2/(1/a+ 1/b).
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Figure 19: Funnel plot for stage 1 of the analysis for the changes of rates of compliance
for Temperature from 2015 to 2016.

√
62.4 = 7.9%.

A table of outlying units will be compiled. In this example, the only entry in this

table would be North Bristol NHS Trust (Southmead). Its rate of compliance increased

from 23.9% in 2015 to 54.5% in 2016. The shrinkage estimate of the difference, equal

to 17.4%, is plotted in the diagram. (The shrinkage estimate in stage 1 is 18.0%.) The

caseloads of this unit were 92 in 2015 and 77 in 2016. Their arithmetic average is 84.5,

whereas the harmonic average is 83.8.

Appendix C presents the results of the comparison for years 2014 and 2016.

15 Graphics of a sequence of years. Stick plots

The longitudinal analysis in the 2019 Audit was carried out for data from four consec-

utive years, 2015 – 18, referred to as years 1 – 4. Outlier analyses were be carried out

for the difference of the rates of compliance of year 4 minus year 2.

The relevant caterpillar plots could be drawn side by side, or one above the other,

but a single plot in which all four years’ results and the year-to-year changes would be

represented may be more informative. The stick plot for two years’ results comprises
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Figure 20: Funnel plot for stage 2 of the analysis for the changes of rates of compliance
from 2015 to 2016.

two horizontal lines on which the annual results for the units (or networks) are marked

by discs of sizes related to the caseloads. The pairs of discs that correspond to the

same unit (or network) are connected by straight lines (sticks). The thicknesses and

hues (shades of grey) of these lines are related to their caseloads. Figures 21 and 22

present examples for Temperature in 2015 and 2016 for units and networks, respectively.

Change of names of units are treated similarly.

In a static display, a stick plot for units appears rather cluttered — it contains

nearly 200 sticks. However, in an interactive display, the user could identify a unit by

clicking on the unit’s stick, or select from a list provided by a menu one unit or the

units of a network.

An important advantage of the stick plots over the corresponding caterpillar plots

is that they can be stacked one above another, presenting the annual rates and indi-

cating the year-to-year changes in a natural way for a sequence of several years. Their

drawback is that the standard errors are represented only indirectly by the thicknesses

and hues of the sticks and sizes of the discs. Of course, stick plots for networks are

not cluttered. The overall rates for the two years are connected by a thick grey dashed

line. This line (stick) is difficult to discern in the unit-level plot.
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Figure 22: Stick plot for the network-level rates of compliance for Temperature in 2015
to 2016.
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The boundaries of a network may change over time. The boundaries in force at

the end of the last year in the analysis are used throughout. Several stick plots can

be stacked vertically (one above another). Then the changes over several (consecutive)

years are presented in a single diagram.

15.1 Integrity checks and exclusions

A unit should not be included in a longitudinal analysis unless it has participated

in NNAP throughout the period (years) involved. A unit may undergo substantial

changes in such a period. We are usually not informed about such changes, but can

use changes in caseloads (numbers of cases) as a proxy. Figure 14 in Section 11 displays

such a diagram (two panels), in which units with exceptional changes of their annual

caseloads can be identified. Units with exceptional changes in their caseloads should

be excluded from longitudinal analysis.

16 Missing values

Missing outcomes are a problem in any analysis. In NNAP, cases with missing entries

are ignored — no imputation is applied. We acknowledge that multiple imputation

based on a comprehensive regression model would be the ideal solution, but its imple-

mentation is not practical in the context of tight deadlines, an increasing number of

audit measures and extensive reporting commitments.

Processes are in place to give opportunities for the participating units to review

their data submissions and to replace missing data items by valid entries. Both NNAP

and the units have a stake in the completeness of the data used by the Audit. On the

one hand, we do not want to penalise units unduly for their failure to submit all the

data required for an analysis; on the other hand, high frequency of missing entries is

an obstacle to reliable analysis.

The remainder of this section describes the method used for summarising the unit-

and network-level rates of missing entries for the outcomes in NNAP. The following

section applies an informal approach that focuses on units and networks with excep-

tionally high frequencies of missing values.

We use the following nomenclature for the overall frequency of missing entries (data

incompleteness):

• No missing entries, or missing entries ruled out by construction

• Negligible — up to 0.5%
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• Small — 0.5 – 2%

• Nontrivial — 2 – 5%

• Large — 5– 15%

• Endemic — above 15%

For each unit and audit measure, we count the number of valid and invalid (missing)

data entries. We use the notation Y for positive (affirmative) outcomes and N for

negative outcomes and M for missing outcomes. The number of valid entries is Y+N.

The rate of missing entries is M/ (Y+N+M); it is multiplied by 100 to have the form

of a percentage. There may be several codes that contribute to these counts, such as

no entry, period ‘.’, and ‘Unknown’ for missing.

16.1 Summaries of nonresponse

Suppose there are K units and H audit measures in the Audit. For each unit and audit

measure, the nonresponse rate is evaluated as 100 × M/ (Y+N+M). These values are

presented in a K ×H table. The average nonresponse rates in the units are evaluated

as the (row-wise) averages of these nonresponse rates. A unit may have no eligible

babies for an audit measure. The nonresponse rate is not defined for such a unit. For

evaluating the average rate, zero is imputed in all these cases.

The nonresponse rates in the networks are summarised similarly. No formal proce-

dures for identifying outliers are applied.

17 Reports for the audit measures

This section gives an informal summary of nonresponse in the 2017 Audit (data from

2016). It is intended as a template for reports in future audits.

For ROP screening and Two-year follow-up, missing outcomes are ruled out by

construction. Reports for the other audit measures are presented in separate sections.

Antenatal steroids

In the 2017 Audit for Antenatal steroids, there were 203 missing entries in an overall

caseload of 18 581, accounting for 1.1% of all cases. They were shared by over one-

third of the units. Two units accounted for over a quarter of the missing entries,

Birmingham Heartlands Hospital (31) and Good Hope Hospital (27). The next highest

count of missing entries was 7. In Birmingham Heartlands Hospital, the missing entries
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accounted for 16% of the cases (133 cases of compliance, 30 of noncompliance and 31

missing entries, that is, 133Y + 30N + 31M). The summary for Good Hope Hospital

was 14Y + 5N + 27M, so that over half the cases had missing entries. Only one other

unit, Nobles Hospital, Isle of Man, with 10Y + 5N + 4M, had more than 10% missing

entries. The frequencies of missing entries exceeded 5% in five other units.

Temperature on admission

In the 2017 Audit, there were only 16 missing entries for Temperature, contributed by

14 units; 12 units had one missing entry each and two other units two missing entries

each. Thus, the frequency of missing entries is negligible, and no details are worth

reporting, except perhaps that in one small unit, Good Hope Hospital, the one missing

entry among four cases amounted to 25%.

Consultation with parents

Data incompleteness for this audit measure was nontrivial, with 2222 missing entries

(3.7%) in the caseload of 60 148. Only 59 units (about one-third) had no missing entries.

Five units had more than 100 missing entries each: Birmingham Heartlands Hospital

(192), Liverpool Women’s Hospital (152), Aberdeen Maternity Hospital (105), Princess

Royal University Hospital (104) and Queen’s Hospital, Romford (101). Together, they

accounted for nearly 30% of the missing entries.

Altogether 19 units had more than 10% missing entries each; only two of them had

caseloads smaller than 100: Nobles Hospital, Isle of Man, (55Y + 8N + 8M) and West

Cumberland Hospital, (56Y + 26N + 18M). Further 25 hospitals had more than 5%

missing entries each.

Magnesium sulphate

The outcomes for Magnesium sulphate were recorded very poorly. The overall fre-

quency of missing entries was 18.8% (817 out of 4345 cases). Setting aside units with

fewer than 20 cases, three units had missing entries for more than 50% of their cases:

Royal Victoria Infirmary (9Y + 3N + 53M), Birmingham Heartlands Hospital (11Y +

15N + 43M) and City Hospital, Birmingham (0Y + 13N + 22M). Only 45 units (25%)

had no missing entries and 33 other units (18%) had one missing entry each.

Magnesium sulphate was included for the first time in the 2017 Audit. We note

that the rate of missing entries declined dramatically in each successive year and there

were only 28 missing entries (0.7%) in 2019.
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Table 13: Missing outcomes in the 2016 Audit.

Cases

Audit measure Y N M %M Category

Antenatal steroids 16 136 2242 203 1.1 Small

Temperature on admission 4834 3074 16 0.2 Negligible

ROP screening 8597 534 0 — None

Consultation with parents 54 422 3504 2222 3.7 Nontrivial

Magnesium sulphate 1868 1660 817 18.8 Endemic

BPD 15 186 6792 71 0.3 Negligible

Mother’s breast milk at discharge 3866 2607 101 1.5 Small

Two-year follow-up 2450 1573 0 — None

Mother’s breast milk at discharge

There were 101 missing entries in the overall caseload of 6574, that is, 1.5%. Only

14 units had some missing entries, and Liverpool Women’s Hospital stands out among

them with 82, which account for more than 80% of all the missing entries. The re-

maining 19 entries are shared by 13 units; ten of these units have one missing entry

each.

Bronchopulmonary dysplasia (BPD)

The overall frequency of missing entries for BPD was 0.3%, based on the counts 15 186Y

+ 6792N + 71M. Two units, Great Western Hospital and St. Mary’s Hospital, London,

had nine missing entries each, and the next highest count, 6, was for University College

Hospital. The 71 missing entries were dispersed across 31 units (17%), 16 of them with

one missing entry each.

A summary of missing data for Mortality is presented elsewhere (Quarterly reports).

17.1 Summary

Table 13 presents a summary of the missing entries in 2016 data. The table confirms

that the problem of data incompleteness is most acute for Magnesium sulphate, but

there is probably ample scope for reducing the frequency of missing entries also for

Consultation with parents.

Two large units, Birmingham Heartland Hospital and Liverpool Women’s Hospital,

feature prominently in the reports for the audit measures. The frequencies of missing
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entries are high also for two small units, Good Hope Hospital and Nobles Hospital, Isle

of Man.

In the recent years, the nonresponse rate has declined for most audit measures, and

especially for the items introduced only a few years ago, such as Magnesium sulphate.

Among the audit measures introduced more recently, missing data present a profound

problem for Mortality and NEC because the rates of these outcomes are very low and

the rates of missing data are of comparable magnitude.

18 Outlier analysis for networks

Outlier analysis of neonatal units is well established in NNAP. The 2018 Audit, using

data from 2017, also assessed the networks. The method used for unit-level outlier

analysis could in principle be applied also to networks, although some of its elements

are not necessary, being devised for units with caseloads in a wide range, many of them

very small. The caseloads of the networks are in a narrower range in the following sense.

For a typical audit measure, the largest ODN has 3 – 4 times greater caseload than the

smallest ODN. The corresponding ratio for units is one hundred or more.

A much simpler method is applied, involving only one stage (in the unit-level anal-

ysis there are two stages), and applying no shrinkage. Shrinkage would not be useful,

because there are relatively few networks (14, 12 of them in England; Wales and Scot-

land are each treated as a network) and their caseloads are large. As a consequence of

there being few networks, the network-level variance, which characterises the spread of

the networks’ rates of compliance, is estimated with low precision. Large caseloads of

the networks imply that only slight shrinkage would be applied, even if the network-

level variance were known or were estimated reliably.

The next section describes the method and the following section illustrates it on

data from 2016. The standard, around which the funnel is centred in the funnel plot,

is set to the overall rate. The concluding section summarises the results and discusses

some options that may be considered in the future.

18.1 Methods

The networks are denoted by indices k = 1, . . . , K. The rate of compliance for network

k is estimated by p̂k , with standard error ŝk . The caseload of network k is nk . The

national rate of compliance is equal to the weighted mean of the networks’ estimated

rates:

p̂ =
1

N
(n1 p̂1 + n2 p̂2 + · · ·+ nK p̂K) ,
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where N = n1 + n2 + · · ·+ nK is the overall caseload. The funnel plot is based on the

confidence intervals, specific to the caseload. They are evaluated at percentages 0.1,

2.5, 97.5, 99.9. The limits of the funnel at caseload n are

p̂+ Φ

√

pstn (1− pstn)

n
,

where pstn is the standard for the outlier analysis and Φ is the quantile that corresponds

to the percentages 0.1, 2.5, 97.5 and 99.9. These quantiles are rounded to –3, –2, 2

and 3, respectively. The standard is set to the estimated overall rate p̂.

The class (outlier status) of each network is established by comparing its estimated

rate p̂k with the (four) limits of the funnel, as it is done in stage 2 of the corresponding

analysis of units; see Section 6.1.

18.2 Outputs

The output of the analysis is a table and a funnel plot. The table has the following

details for each ODN: caseload, estimated rate of compliance (in percent) and outlier

status (classification). The networks are presented in the ascending order of the rates.

The funnel plot for an audit measure is a plot of the caseloads on the horizontal axis

and the estimated rates of compliance on the vertical axis. Each network is represented

by a black disc with circle(s) and box(-es) added to indicate the outlier status.

Table 14 and Figure 23 present the results for Temperature (timeliness combined

with normothermia) using the data in 2016. In the diagram, circles are used for high-

lighting networks that can be regarded as unsatisfactory or substandard (Alert, using

one circle, and Alarm, using two circles), and boxes indicate (exceptionally) good per-

formance (one for Excellent and two for Outstanding). The table confirms that there

are three Excellent and one Outstanding networks; two networks are in the Alarm

range and two others in the Alert range.

The method is liberal in identifying networks as significant because the networks

have large caseloads. It would be more appropriate not to refer to the four categories

(all except Satisfactory) as outliers; this term should be reserved for exceptional units

or networks. A cursory inspection of Figure 23 would suggest that only Midlands South

West and Thames Valley & Wessex should be classified as outliers because they are

clearly set apart from the other networks. This issue is prominent also for some other

audit measures.

Table 15 and Figure 24 present the outputs for ROP. There is a clear (Alarm)

outlier, Wales, with rate of compliance far lower than for any other network. Another

network is in the Alert class. There are two Outstanding networks.
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Table 14: Outlier analysis for networks; Temperature in 2016.

Network (ODN) N
Rate of

compliance
Classification

Midlands South West 413 47.46 Alarm

North Central & North East London 572 52.45 Alarm

Staffordshire, Shropshire and Black Country 302 54.64 Alert

North West London 376 55.59 Alert

Peninsula & Western 440 58.86 Satisfactory

North West 994 59.36 Satisfactory

Yorkshire & Humber 728 60.71 Satisfactory

Northern 409 60.88 Satisfactory

South London 522 61.30 Satisfactory

Scotland 410 63.90 Satisfactory

South East Coast 547 65.08 Satisfactory

Trent & Central 593 65.94 Excellent

East of England 619 66.24 Excellent

Wales 317 67.51 Excellent

Thames Valley & Wessex 661 70.65 Outstanding
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Figure 23: Funnel plot for networks; Temperature at admission, 2016.
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Table 15: Outlier analysis for networks; ROP screening in 2016.

Network (ODN) N
Rate of

compliance
Classification

Wales 385 87.53 Alarm

South East Coast 605 91.40 Alert

Midlands South West 446 92.60 Satisfactory

Trent & Central 701 92.72 Satisfactory

Northern 456 92.76 Satisfactory

Scotland 515 93.01 Satisfactory

North Central & North East London 708 93.79 Satisfactory

North West London 424 94.10 Satisfactory

North West 1069 94.11 Satisfactory

Peninsula & Western 512 94.53 Satisfactory

East of England 766 95.30 Satisfactory

Thames Valley & Wessex 714 95.66 Satisfactory

South London 645 95.66 Satisfactory

Yorkshire & Humber 855 97.78 Outstanding

Staffordshire, Shropshire and Black Country 325 98.46 Outstanding
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Figure 24: Funnel plot for networks; ROP screening, 2016.
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Table 16: Outlier analysis for networks; Antenatal steroids in 2016.

Network (ODN) N
Rate of

compliance
Classification

Midlands South West 804 81.84 Alarm

Trent & Central 1450 85.45 Alert

Staffordshire, Shropshire and Black Country 682 86.36 Satisfactory

Peninsula & Western 1144 86.45 Satisfactory

Yorkshire & Humber 1814 87.16 Satisfactory

North West 2333 87.40 Satisfactory

South East Coast 1313 87.59 Satisfactory

North Central & North East London 1290 87.67 Satisfactory

Northern 840 87.86 Satisfactory

East of England 1629 88.15 Satisfactory

Wales 744 88.31 Satisfactory

South London 1072 88.71 Satisfactory

Thames Valley & Wessex 1422 89.87 Excellent

North West London 722 91.83 Outstanding

Scotland 1104 93.03 Outstanding

The outputs for Antenatal steroids and First consultation are presented in the

following tables and figures. For First consultation, only four networks are classified as

Satisfactory. Having so many outliers (6 negative and 5 positive outliers) undermines

the potential of the general approach to identifying exceptional networks.

The caseloads for First consultation are far greater than for the other audit mea-

sures. The vertical scale of the plot is narrower than the range of the estimated rates.

On the ‘full’ scale there would be a lot of clutter in the middle of the plot. In the dia-

gram, the network with rate outside the limits is Thames Valley & Wessex (indicated

by arrow). In a more meaningful assessment it would be in an outlier class on its own.

The parallel analysis based on decision theory deals with this problem integrally

but requires the setting of the thresholds and loss ratios.

18.3 Conclusion

If the networks’ caseloads were extremely large, (almost) every network would be clas-

sified as either Outstanding or as Alarm because there would be very little uncertainty

about its rate of compliance — whether it is higher or lower than the overall rate. The

funnel would be very slim. With First consultation, we are very close to this setting.

One way of making the highlighting (as an extreme network) more selective is to move
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Figure 25: Funnel plot for networks; Antenatal steroids, 2016.

Table 17: Outlier analysis for networks; First consultation in 2016.

Network (ODN) N
Rate of

compliance
Classification

Midlands South West Newborn 2632 87.20 Alarm

Wales 2278 90.52 Alarm

Scotland 4285 91.55 Alarm

North West 7026 91.87 Alarm

Peninsula & Western 4004 92.03 Alarm

Staffordshire, Shropshire and Black Country 2060 92.52 Alert

Northern 2151 92.98 Satisfactory

North West London 2287 93.48 Satisfactory

Trent & Central 3625 93.77 Satisfactory

North Central & North East London 4319 94.21 Satisfactory

Yorkshire & Humber 4748 95.83 Outstanding

East of England 6485 96.02 Outstanding

South East Coast 3629 96.06 Outstanding

South London 3668 96.10 Outstanding

Thames Valley & Wessex 4666 99.59∗ Outstanding

Note: ∗ — off the vertical scale in Figure 26.
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Figure 26: Funnel plot for networks; First consultation, 2016. Three networks that
have their rates outside the vertical limits are indicated by arrows.

the funnel walls further apart. This can be justified as giving the networks some leeway,

but this leeway has to be set, separately for each audit measure.

To elaborate this on a stylised example, suppose the overall rate of compliance

is 75%. We construct two funnel plots. In the first, the funnel is centred around

75 − 5 = 70% and in the second it is centred around 75 + 5 = 80%. The first funnel

plot is used only for highlighting networks as Alert and Alarm, so its upper walls

are redundant. The second plot is used for highlighting networks as Excellent and

Outstanding, so its lower walls are redundant. The two funnel plots can be drawn in

a single diagram, with the redundant walls discarded.

Instead of 5%, a different half-gap, or leeway can be used, and the two leeways

(upper and lower) need not be identical. If the upper leeway is set to a large value, e.g.,

25% or more in this example, then the classes Excellent and Outstanding are ruled out.

To implement this proposal with integrity, a process should be set (a protocol written)

on how the leeways are agreed on. For unit-level analyses, the leeways are set to zero

by default. This setting could be reviewed, especially if long lists of outlying units are

undesirable.

There are obvious advantages to having the same standard for the two outlier anal-
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yses (for units and networks). The results presented here suggest that the (common)

standard has to be set with greater care than it was set for units. This is so because

the unit-level rates are estimated with far lower precision, and a unit being an outlier

amounts to a higher level of exceptionality than for a network. This conclusion can be

interpreted also that the level of exceptionality for a small unit is different from the

level for a (much larger) unit. The issue is to some extent moot because the standard

is set to the overall rates for every audit measure.

Some other options are outlined in Longford (Decision theory for comparing in-

stitution Statistics in Medicine, 2018; and Performance assessment as an application

of causal inference Journal of the Royal Statistical Society Series A, 2020). Decision

theory is not an essential element of some of them. For example, one method aims to

identify all units (or networks) that are not much better than the worst; and not much

worse than the best. It is much closer ‘in spirit’ to the idea of an outlier as an exclusive

category. A possible outcome is that most (or even all) the units (or networks) are

found to be not much better than the worst. This outcome is interpreted as ‘(almost)

all units have almost the same performance’; that is, there are no outliers. The analy-

sis presented here is inferior because it fails to distinguish outliers in the subset of the

networks that are classified as outliers on their own. That is, if a large fraction of the

networks are classified as outliers, then the definition of an outlier should be refined,

and a subset of outliers found for whom the formal definition and the informal meaning

are in closer correspondence, and are better aligned with the purpose of the Audit.

19 Bronchopulmonary dysplasia. Accounting for

case-mix differences by matching

The analysis is based on the data for the past three years, 2016 – 18 in the 2019 Audit.

Matching is used to find a set of babies from the entire country that have a distribution

of backgrounds (case-mix) similar to the babies from the focal network (or unit). This

set of babies is referred to as the matched group and the rate of BPD in this group is

called the matched rate. The matched rate is compared with the sample (crude) rate

of BPD in the focal network (or unit). The difference of these two rates (observed –

matched) is the estimate of the treatment effect associated with the network (unit).

Large negative effect indicates good performance — the sample rate is lower than the

matched rate, and large positive effect indicates poor performance — the babies cared

for in the network would have fared better had they been treated elsewhere in the

country.
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This analysis was conducted in 2018 for the first time; below we describe procedures

and the formats and layouts for displaying the results. Separate sections deal with the

analysis for networks and units. In the calculation of all rates, each case of death before

the time point at which BPD status would be established is counted as a case of BPD;

the audit measure could be more accurately described as ‘significant BPD or death’.

The overall rate estimated by this rule cannot be compared straightforwardly with its

counterpart in the 2017 Audit (based on data for years 2014 – 2016), because cases of

death were not counted earlier. Also, the rates are calculated using different rules for

imputation in the two Audits; no imputation has been used since the 2018 Audit.

19.1 Networks

For a given network, referred as the focal network, a dataset is formed by the babies in

this network, and the babies in the entire dataset. This dataset comprises all the back-

ground variables (see below; revised in March 2019 and again in February 2020) and

whether a record originates from the focal network or the entire dataset (the country).

Propensity is defined as the probability that a baby in this dataset originates from the

focal network. This propensity is estimated by logistic regression fitted to the indicator

of the focal network in terms of the background variables and a selection of their inter-

actions. This analysis yields a fitted propensity for each record. These propensities are

grouped into ordinal categories and cross-classified by GA groups (three groups, sepa-

rated by 26.5 and 28.5 weeks). Babies from level 1 units are included in the analysis

of networks, but level 1 units are excluded from the analysis of units in Section 19.3.

We refer to the pairs that belong to the same propensity and GA group as a matching

cell.

Pairs are formed by twinning each record in the focal network with a record in the

entire dataset. The two babies involved are distinct and belong to the same propensity

group as well as the same GA group. The matched pairs are reconstituted as the focal

network and its matched group. The analysis then proceeds by comparing the rates of

BPD in these two groups without any involvement of the background variables.

Imbalance of two groups is defined as the scaled difference of their means. For

binary variables, means coincide with the proportions of positives (cases of significant

BPD or death). The propensity groups are formed by repeated splitting with the intent

to minimise the imbalance of the two groups, subject to the proviso that each matching

cell has to have at least 15 pairs.

The background variables are listed in Tables 18 and 19 for binary (categorical)

and ordinal (continuous) variables, respectively. For technical details and minutiae of
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the analysis we refer to the article ‘Performance assessment as an application of causal

analysis’ (N.T. Longford, 2020, Journal of the Royal Statistical Society Ser. A), and for

the general theory and method to the monograph Causal Inference for Statistics, Social

and Biomedical Sciences. (G.W. Imbens and D.B. Rubin, 2015, Cambridge University

Press, New York).

The list of background variables was revised in February 2020, to be applied in the

analysis of the 2020 Audit. At the same time, the decision was made to apply the

same method, indirect standardisation by propensity matching, also to Mortality; see

Section 20. The percentages in the table are from several years, and are intended for

orientation only.

19.2 Results

The results for the networks are listed in a table (Table A) with a row for each network.

The entries of the table are:

• sample rate

• matched rate

• estimated treatment effect (sample rate –matched rate)

• standard error of the estimated treatment effect

• the confidence limits for the treatment effect

• the caseload of the network (N)

The networks are sorted by their sample (crude) rates. By way of an example, suppose

a network has the following counts: 400 babies with significant BPD, 100 babies died

prior to the time point at which BPD status would be established, 1000 babies free

of BPD, and 300 babies with mild BPD. Then the rate of BPD for this network is

estimated by 100 × (400 + 100)/(1000 + 300 + 400 + 100) = 27.8%. Suppose the

matched rate is estimated by 31.8%, and the associated standard error is 1.2%. Then

the treatment effect is estimated by the difference of these two rates, −4.0%, with the

same standard error, 1.2%. Since the t-ratio, −4.0/1.2 = −3.33 is greater than 2.0 in

absolute value, the treatment effect is significant. Being negative, it provides evidence

that the network treats its babies better (as regards BPD) than the country would

treat the network’s caseload.

The confidence limits are defined by subtracting and adding two standard errors

to the matched rate. Significance of the treatment effects is equivalent to the sample
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Table 18: Binary background variables.

Name Description Categories % Notes

Sex Boy/Girl 46.2

Ethni2 Black N/Y 8.0 Reference category:
Ethni3 Asian N/Y 11.0 White British
Ethni4 White other N/Y 20.9

or not British

Fetuses2 Two fetuses N/Y 23.5 New in 2020
Fetuses+ More than two fetuses N/Y 2.3 New in 2020

SmokePrgY Smoking N/Y 18.3
during pregnancy

SmokePrgM Smoking pregn. R/M 12.9
missing

MedProbPregn∗ Binary N/Y 10.7 New in 2020
Pl. abruption∗ Binary N/Y 2.7 New in 2020

Onset of labour Binary Spont./Other New in 2020

Removed or replaced in February 2020

MedPrMtrY Medical problems N/Y 28.3 Removed
prior to pregnancy

missing

MedPrPrgY Medical problems N/Y 24.7 Replaced
during pregnancy

missing

BrtOrd Birth order First/Not first 14.3 Replaced

Steroids Received at least one N/Y 89.3 Removed
dose of antenatal steroids

Pyrexia Maternal pyrexia Y/N 78.2 Removed

AntbIntPY Intrapartum antibiotics N/Y 24.0 Removed

ModeDelC Delivery by Caesarean N/Y 56.6 Removed
section

Level12 Clinical level not tertiary N/Y 44.1 Removed

ConsPar Consultation with parents Removed
in Dec. 2018

Notes: ∗ — MedProbPregn: Medical problems during pregnancy, codes 30 (Pregnancy in-

duced hypertension), 31 (Preeclampsia) or 32 (HELLP); Pl. abruption: Placental abruption,

code 27.

rate being outside the confidence interval for the matched rate. For the network in our

example, the sample rate, 27.8%, is outside the confidence limits for the matched rate,

(29.4, 34.2)%. The caseloads for the networks are printed at the bottom margin.

The information displayed in Table A is presented in a diagram comprising two
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Table 19: Ordinal background variables.

Name Description Mean Range Note

GAwks GA in weeks, fractional 29.17 24.00 – 31.86

BirthYr Birth year, fractional, 2.36 0.21 – 3.96
since 01/2013

MotherAge Mother’s Age (years) 32.58 18 – 49 Integer

PrevPreg Number of previous 1.33 0 – 5 Integer, truncated
pregnancies

Bweight Birth weight 1.10 0.60 – 1.60
√
-transformed

Removed in February 2020

Apgar1 Apgar 1 score 6.01 0 – 10 Removed

Apgar5 Apgar 5 score 7.67 0 – 10 Removed

CordArtpH Cord, arterial pH 7.09 6.32 – 7.93 Removed

CordVenpH Cord, venous pH 7.11 6.40 – 7.88 Removed

EpisNr Episode number 1.68 1 – 4 Removed

caterpillar plots, of the sample rates in the top panel and the treatment effects in the

bottom panel. Note that the order (ranking) of the networks differs in the two panels.

Figure 27 presents an example. For instance, East of England has observed rate 32.1%,

based on 1903 babies, and its treatment effect is estimated by −2.1%.

19.3 Units

The units participating in NNAP are assessed by applying the same principle. Matches

are found for the babies from the focal unit among the babies in the country, and

the rate of BPD among the unit’s babies (the sample rate) is compared with the

rate of BPD among the matches (the matched rate). The matches are found by a

probabilistic process based on the distance defined for the backgrounds of two babies.

In the matching process, shorter distance is preferred, and there is an upper limit for

the distance beyond which a candidate for a match is disqualified. Each baby from

the focal unit is matched with 10 babies from the country, if every focal baby has at

least 10 candidates for a match. Otherwise the multiplicity of the match is set to the

smallest number of candidates available for the unit’s babies. The matching process

is replicated 100 times, and the replicates used to estimate the standard error of the

matched rate. The results of the analysis are not reported for level-1 units. Also, units

with one or no baby in the analysis are discarded.
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Figure 27: The observed rates of BPD and the estimated treatment effects on the rate
of BPD in the networks.

The unit-level estimated treatment effects and their confidence intervals are pre-

sented in a scatterplot (Figure B). Another panel may be added in this diagram in

which the axes are suitably restricted to improve the resolution of the plot, at the ex-

pense of dropping a few units with the largest standard errors and the largest estimated
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Table 20: Numbers of babies in the analysis of Mortality by gestational age; based on
a dataset used for preliminary analysis in December 2019.

GA (weeks) 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 Total

N 1170 1354 1685 2141 2807 3165 4278 5437 22 037

Percent 5.3 6.1 7.6 9.7 12.7 14.4 19.4 24.7 100.0

treatment effects. The level of the unit may be indicated by colour. The sample rates

of BPD and the estimated treatment effects are also displayed in caterpillar plots in

Figure 28. The diagram shows that although level-3 units tend to have higher rates of

BPD than level-2 units, units at the two levels are quite evenly represented among the

largest and smallest estimated treatment effects. Unit-level outliers may be reported.

20 Mortality

As an audit measure, mortality is defined as death in neonatal care of a baby before

reaching the postmenstrual age of 44 weeks or discharge, whichever occurs earlier.

The measure includes all babies born at gestational ages 24 – 31 weeks, inclusive. An

analysis is conducted only for networks based on babies born in the last three years, that

is, years 2017 – 2019 in the NNAP 2020. An analysis is also conducted on the subset of

babies born earlier than 28 weeks GA. Scotland is not included in the analysis because

the survival status is not reported for its babies.

In NNAP 2019, adjustment by logistic regression was applied. Following the expe-

riences from the analysis of BPD (Section 19), propensity matching was adopted also

for Mortality. The same method of propensity analysis, matching and comparisons of

sample and matched rates, is applied as in the analysis of BPD. Tables 18 and 19 list

the background variables used in propensity matching. For orientation, Table 20 lists

the numbers of babies included in the analysis by GA.

The same tabular and graphical outputs will be generated as for the network-level

analysis of BPD. Outlier analysis will be conducted for both negative and positive

outliers. No analysis is conducted for the units.
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Appendices

Appendix A. Standard error of the difference

This appendix derives an expression for the standard error of the difference of the

annual rates of compliance.

Let s2016 and s2017 be the standard errors for the respective annual rates of compli-

ance, p̂2016 and p̂2017 . The standard errors are

sYR =

√

p̂YR (1− p̂YR)

nYR

,

where nYR is the caseload of the unit (or network) and YR is the year, 2016 or 2017.

Then, owing to independence of p̂2016 and p̂2017 , the standard error for the difference

∆p̂ is

s∆ =
√

s22016 + s22017 .

Appendix B. Shrinkage estimation

This appendix derives the shrinkage estimator of the difference of the rates of com-

pliance in two (consecutive) years. The derivation is in two stages. In the first, the

between-unit variance σ2
B is estimated and in the second this estimate, σ̂2

B , is used in

shrinkage.

Let pk1 and pk2 be the rates of compliance in two consecutive years, p̂k1 and p̂k2 their

respective unbiased estimators, and s2k1 and s2k2 the corresponding sampling variances.

Denote the differences ∆pk = pk2 − pk1 and ∆p̂k = p̂k2 − p̂k1 . Owing to independence,

var(∆p̂k) = s2k1 + s2k2 .

The moment-matching estimator of σ2
B is derived from the identity

E

{

∑

k

(∆p̂k −∆p̂)2
}

=
∑

k

(∆pk −∆)2 +
∑

k

var (∆p̂k −∆p̂) ,

in which all the summations are over the units k = 1, . . . , K; ∆p is the difference of

the overall (national) rates in the two years, ∆p = p(2) − p(1), and ∆p̂ is its estimate.

The estimator of σ2
B is obtained by solving this equation, with the expectation E

on the left-hand side removed. The first summation on the right-hand side is equal to

Kσ2
B .

σ̂2
B =

1

K

∑

k

(∆p̂k −∆p̂)2 −
∑

k

var (∆p̂k −∆p̂) . (1)

Further, owing to independence across both units and years,

cov (∆p̂k ,∆p̂) = cov
(

p̂k1 , p̂
(1)

)

+ cov
(

p̂k2 , p̂
(2)

)

,
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and as the annual rates p̂(h), h = 1, 2, are linear combinations of p̂kh ,

cov
(

p̂kh , p̂
(h)

)

=
nkh

Nh

pkh (1− pkh)

nkh

=
pkh (1− pkh)

Nh

,

h = 1, 2. Substitution to equation (1) yields the expression

σ̂2
B =

1

K

∑

k

(∆p̂k −∆p̂)2 − 1

K

2
∑

h=1

∑

k

s2kh

(

1− 2nkh

Nh

)

+
1

K2

2
∑

h=1

1

N2
h

∑

k

n2
kh s

2
kh ,

in which the estimate ŝ2kh = p̂kh (1− p̂kh)/nkh has to be substituted for each s2kh . The

concluding term (summation) is very small and can be ignored unless the caseload of

a unit is a large fraction, such as 20% or more, of the overall caseload in either year.

There are no such units in NNAP for any audit measure.

The shrinkage estimator of ∆pk is a composition of the unbiased estimator ∆p̂k and

the overall estimator, ∆p̂, with weights that reflect their relative precisions for ∆pk :

∆p̃k =
∆p̂k σ̂

2
B +∆p̂ ŝ2∆,k

σ̂2
B + ŝ2∆,k

.

Appendix C. Funnel plots for difference

This Appendix presents funnel plots for the differences in the rates of compliance with

the audit measure Temperature for 2014 and 2016. A single unit is identified as a

positive outlier both provisionally, in stage 1, and in stage 2. The two funnel plots are

presented in Figures 29 and 30 for the respective stages 1 and 2. The sole outlying

(excellent) unit is Royal Victoria Infirmary. Its rate of compliance in 2014 was 36.0%,

(32Y + 57N) and in 2016 it increased to 58.1% (72Y + 52N). The caseload increased

from 89 to 124. Further research would be required to establish whether the increase

in the caseload and the apparent improvement have a common cause. We note that

the rate of compliance in 2015 was 35.6% (32Y + 58N); both the rate and the caseload

changed only slightly from 2014 to 2015.

Royal Victoria Infirmary was not identified as an outlier for the change from 2015 to

2016. This is not a contradiction. First the unit is an outlier for 2014 – 16 by a narrow

margin, and for 2015 – 16 it is close to the funnel limit from the other (non-outlier)

side. We can identify here a weakness of the method of identifying outliers, namely,

that it is internal; its results depend on the dispersion of the changes recorded for the

other units. An external (absolute) criterion for the outlier status would be preferred,

but it would require an a priori setting of a threshold. This would be based on the

judgement of experts (the NNAP Methodology and Dataset Group).
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Figure 29: Funnel plot for stage 1 of the analysis for the changes of rates of compliance
from 2014 to 2016.
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Figure 30: Funnel plot for stage 2 of the analysis for the changes of rates of compliance
from 2014 to 2016.
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Table 21: Developmental standards for the audit measures.

Audit measure Standard (%)
Outlier

analysis (%)

Temp Temperature 90

ROP ROP screening 100

Cons First consultation 100

Ster Use of antenatal steroids 85

MagS Magnesium sulphate 85

FLW Two-year follow-up 100

BC3 Born in a NICU∗ 85

Note: ∗ Only network-level analysis is performed for BC3.

Appendix D. Standards for outlier analysis

Appendices D –H contain the amendments of the original Statistical Analysis Plan for

NNAP — Outliers from July 2018.

Amendment 1. Standards for funnel plots

Review date: 14th June 2018

Sign-off date: 28th June 2018

The Methodology and Data Analysis Group (MDAG) of the National Neonatal

Audit Programme (NNAP) decided at its meeting on 5th June 2018 to replace the

standards for outlier analysis by the national rates for every measure for which outlier

analysis is conducted. These limits are used in funnel plots for units and networks.

The audit measures involved are:

Temperature, Retinopathy in Prematurity, Consultation, Antenatal Ster-

oids, Magnesium Sulphate, Two-year Follow-up, Born in a NICU at GA< 27

weeks

Table 7 of the Statistical Analysis Plan will be retained, with its right-most column

(‘Outlier analysis’) removed. The new version is displayed in Table 21.

Appendix E. Indicating the level of unit in caterpillar plots

The level of a unit will be indicated in a caterpillar plot by colours. An example

is presented in Figure 31. Level-1 units (SCBU) are indicated by grey discs, level-2
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Figure 31: Unit-level caterpillar plot for Temperature; proposal. Data for Temperature
in 2019.

units (LNU) by blue discs and level-3 units (NICU) by magenta-coloured discs. The

segments for the confidence intervals have the same colours. The level of the unit is

already indicated in the caterpillar plot for BPD (units). This is a simple enhancement

intended to add informational content to the diagram without making it more cluttered

or confusing.

The diagram shows that the units with the lowest estimated rates of compliance are

level-1 and level-2 units, several of them with small caseloads (wide confidence ranges).

The level-3 unit with the lowest estimated rate is University College Hospital, with

33Y + 43N + 0M (43.4%). Among the seven units with perfect records (100%), there

are two level-2 units, Macclesfield District General Hospital and Nobles Hospital, Isle

of Man, both with caseload of only baby. In the diagram, only the level of the unit can

be identified; for the name/identity of the unit and its YNM summary, the relevant

dataset has to be searched.

Appendix F. Breastmilk feeding on postnatal day 14

From 2020 NNAP on, breastmilk feeding will be recorded on 14th postnatal day, as

an additional item. It will be analysed by the same method as Mother’s breastmilk

feeding at discharge. Preliminary exploration shows that there is a substantial overlap

of the babies included in the two analyses.

A graphical presentation for units and networks, which captures the entire history

of breastfeeding until discharge is described in Section 8.
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Appendix G. Mortality analysis by propensity matching

Review date: 9th March 2020

Sign-off date: May 2020

Background. Fairness and relevance

Until adopting the proposal described in this appendix, mortality rates in the net-

works were analysed by applying adjustment for a shortlist of background variables.

This document reiterates the arguments in favour of propensity matching, which is

applied in NNAP for the analysis of Bronchopulmonary dysplasia (BPD); see Section

19. Mortality rates are analysed and reported only for the networks. Babies from each

network are matched on their background with babies from the entire domain of NNAP

(England and Wales).

The question, applicable for most outcomes, that we want to address is

How would the babies in a given network fare if they were cared for in the

country at large (the domain of NNAP)?

This question refers to indirect standardisation; it compares the network with the

country on the terms of the network. Its alternative is direct standardisation, which

refers to a comparison of each network with the country for a specific set of babies

defined synthetically by their backgrounds. Direct standardisation is fair because it

presents the same clinical ‘test’ for every network. In contrast, indirect standardisation

is relevant because it focuses on the babies that were cared for by the network. In the

preparation for BPD analysis we established that direct standardisation is not feasible

because networks differ too much in the background profiles of the babies they care

for.

Adjustment for background by logistic regression

The established method for comparing the rates of a binary (Y/N) outcome variable,

when background variables may confound the comparisons, is to fit a model to the

outcome variable in terms of the background variables and the indicators of the net-

works. The indicators, also known as dummy variables, are binary variables. Each

network has an indicator, defined for a baby as 1 if the baby belongs to the network

and 0 otherwise. The indicator for one of the networks, selected arbitrarily, has to be

dropped to avoid ill-conditioning in the model. This network is called the reference.

Logistic regression is applied because the outcome variable is binary. It means that

a simple (linear) description is derived for the log-odds of probabilities of death in
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terms of the background variables. The model assumes that, on the log-odds scale, the

network’s rates are related to the background variables in the same way, except for a

fixed offset for each network. These offsets can be interpreted as consistent (universal)

differences of the log-odds of the networks’ rates. By default, the offset for the reference

network is zero.

The assumption of fixed offset can be relaxed by introducing interactions of the

network indicators with background variables. More important background variables,

gestational age in particular, should be given preference. With such interactions, the

networks’ rates are assumed to follow a particular pattern of how they are related to

babies’ background profiles; each network has a different pattern.

A distinct drawback of modelling is that a model is at best an approximation to the

reality, and the quality of this approximation is difficult to assess. Various diagnostic

procedures can find a contradiction with a model assumption but they cannot confirm

the model. Modelling entails selection from a list of candidate models. The more co-

variates (background variables) we have the wider the choice, and therefore a potential

to identify a better model. However, the more we search the more likely we are to be

led astray and conclude with a model that is not appropriate. This problem is referred

to as model uncertainty. An associated problem is that all statements made are based

on the selected model, pretending that this model is valid, parsimonious, and has been

selected with no uncertainty. In brief, the statements are too optimistic. For instance,

the standard errors of the estimated quantities are understated.

Propensity matching

In propensity matching, we answer the question posed in the introduction by finding

a group of babies in the country whose background profiles are well matched with the

profiles of the network. This entails a separate analysis for each network. The matched

group is found with no input from the outcome variable.

The method has one important assumption, shared with the adjustment by logistic

regression: all the relevant background variables have to be available. For adjustment,

variables that are not relevant have to be identified and excluded from the model. For

matching, such variables are useful. The more background variables and greater variety

of them, the more credible is the analysis by matching.

Matching is linked to a (hypothetical) clinical trial in which babies are assigned

at random to either the network or the country. If such a trial were feasible the

comparison of the network against the country would be straightforward because the

potential confounding by all background variables is eliminated by design. By matching
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we form two groups that appear as if they arose in such a trial. That is, we search

in the observed dataset for a subset that is compatible with a dataset from a trial.

A limitation of matching is that a good match can be obtained only for the observed

background variables.

The matched group (from the country as a whole) is found by propensity analysis.

In this analysis, a dataset is constructed by grafting the network’s data to the overall

(national) data, so that babies from the network appear in it twice; once representing

the network and once for the country. The indicator of the network (vs. country) is

related by analysis to the background variables and their selected interactions. The

output of the analysis is a set of propensities. The babies from the network are matched,

one-to-one, with babies from the country on their fitted propensities. A (focal) baby’s

propensity is the probability (that is, the chance) that a baby with the same background

as the focal baby would be cared for in the network, as opposed to the whole country.

The rates for these two groups are then compared straightwardly, as they would be in

the analysis of the linked clinical trial.

The quality of the match is assessed by comparing the standardised differences of

the means of the background variables in the matched sets with the differences that

would be obtained in a linked randomised study. The latter can be generated by

simulations on a computer. In such a simulation, babies in the study (NNAP) are

synthetically reassigned to networks completely at random, applying the design of the

linked clinical trial.

Selection and treatment effects

Analysis of an observational study, such as NNAP for one audit item, is handicapped

by the presence of two processes: the selection process — which baby ends up in

a particular network, and the treatment — the clinical performance of the network.

A conceptual strength of the analysis by matching is that these two processes are

subjected to separate analyses. Propensity analysis deals with the selection process.

It involves only the background variables. This analysis is redundant in a clinical trial

because there the propensities are known — they are controlled by design.

The performance of the network is analysed by comparing the rates of death on

the matched subgroups, as they would be in a clinical trial. The background variables

play no role in this analysis because their (potential) confounding has been eliminated

by matching.
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Summary

The choice between adjustment and matching can be related to the choice between

modelling and design. By adjustment we place our faith in a model that would ade-

quately describe the combination of the selection and treatment processes, and apply

an error-prone method to select this model. By matching, we seek a design hidden

in the observed dataset, that is, a subset that can be regarded as having arisen in a

randomised experiment.

We regard the design as superior because, if implemented without a hitch, its

analysis is correct and without any caveats. In contrast, adjustment entails a variety of

caveats related to the form of the regression (which terms should be included, whether

the associations are linear, and the like), which cannot be confirmed. The various

diagnostic procedures can merely find evidence against a model, never in support of it.

For the quality of matching, there is a simple diagnostic, the scaled differences of the

means within the matched groups which characterise the balance of the two (matched)

groups.

Background variables for propensity matching

Table 22 lists the background variables for the analysis of Mortality. The same variables

will be used in the analysis of BPD from 2020 on.

A missing data indicator is defined for variables for which missing values are com-

mon; they are indicated in the right-most column of the table. Limits on the values

of the continuous variables are imposed by truncation. For example, age of 54 years

is changed to (the upper limit of) 50 years. If missing values arise for variables for

which they are not indicated, they will be redefined to the most frequent category or

the average value for a continuous variable. In the past, this had to be done in only a

handful of cases.

Appendix H. Longitudinal analysis

Review date: January 2020

Sign-off date: May 2020

In the 2019 NNAP, longitudinal analysis was conducted over four years (2015 –

2018), but outlier management was applied to the comparisons of rates in 2016 and

2018. A few units that were included in 2016 for the first time were omitted from the

outlier analysis.
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Table 22: Background variables for the Mortality analysis by propensity matching.

Name Type Categories Limits Missing

GA weeks Continuous 24+0 − 31+6

Birthweight (kg) Continuous 4 st. dev.s
within

GA weeks

Sex Binary Female/Male

Birth year Continuous 0.0 – 3.0

Fetuses Binary One/More

Episode No. Binary 1st/Other

Mode of delivery Binary Vaginal/
Caesarian

APGAR 1min Continuous 0 – 10 ∗
APGAR 5min Continuous 0 – 10 ∗

Cord pH (arterial) Categorical Low (< 6.9)
Medium (6.9 – 7.0) ∗

High (> 7.0)

Mother age (years) Continuous 16 – 50

Ethnicity Categorical White
Black & mixed Included
Asian & mixed in cat. 4
Other and misc.

Previous pregnancies Binary None/Some ∗
Medical problems (mother) Binary None/Some ∗
Med. probl. pregnancy Binary None/Some

Pyrexia Binary No/Yes

Antenatal steroids Binary No/Yes ∗
Antenat. antibiotics Binary No/Yes ∗
MedProbPregn 30–32‡ Binary No/Yes †
Placental abruption Binary No/Yes †
Smoking in pregnancy Binary No/Yes ∗

Onset of labour Binary Spont./Other

Index of deprivation Continuous 0 – 10
(LSOA decile)

Level of unit Binary Other/NICU

Notes: Variable to be excluded; Variable to be included; ∗ indicator for missing value is

used; † — replacements for Medical problems in pregnancy; ‡ — at least one of codes 30:

Pregnancy induced hypertension; 31: Preeclampsia; 32: HELLP.
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Amendment of SAP

From 2020 NNAP on, longitudinal analysis will be conducted for three-year periods,

starting with 2017 – 2019. Stick plots will be drawn for four years (three sticks), and

outliers reported only for periods two years apart.

Abbreviations

BPD Bronchopulmonary dysplasia

GA Gestational age (weeks)

LNU Local Neonatal Unit (level 2)

NHS National Health Service

NICU Neonatal Intensive Care Unit (level 3)

NNAP The National Neonatal Audit Programme

NNRD The National Neonatal Research Database

ODN Operational Delivery Network

ROP Retinopathy of prematurity

SAP Statistical analysis plan

Y, N, M The respective counts of cases of compliance, noncompliance
and missing entries (for a unit or a network)
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